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ABSTRACT

Bowling, Timothy J. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2015. Global Surface
Modification of Asteroid 4 Vesta Following the Rheasilvia Impact. Major Professor:
Henry J. Melosh.
4 Vesta, the second most massive asteroid in the Solar System, was the recent target of
NASA’s Dawn mission, which spent many months orbiting and analyzing the body. A
geologically young (~1 Ga) giant impact basin, Rheasilvia, which has a diameter nearly
equal to that of Vesta, dominates Vesta’s southern hemisphere. In addition to opening a
massive crater, the impact that formed the Rheasilvia basin produced a shockwave that
was sufficiently strong to modify Vesta’s surface morphology on a nearly global scale.

Like a small planet, Vesta is internally differentiated, with an iron core, an ultramafic
mantle, and a mafic crust. Because the speed of sound in the core is lower than in the
mantle, the core acts like a convex lens to the shockwave emanating from the Rheasilvia
forming impact, focusing stresses to the antipode and disrupting terrain there. We
investigate the amount of deformation expected at the Rheasilvian antipode using
numerical models of sufficient resolution to directly observe terrain modification and
material displacements following the arrival of impact stresses. We find that the
magnitude and mode of deformation expected at the impact antipode is strongly

xi
dependent on both the sound speed and porosity of Vesta’s mantle, as well as the strength
of the Vestan core. Observations by the Dawn spacecraft cannot provide definitive
evidence that large amounts of deformation occurred at the Rheasilvia antipode, largely
due to the presence of younger large impact craters in the region. However, a deficiency
of small craters near the antipodal point suggests that some degree of deformation did
occur.

A set of prominent linear grooves, interpreted as a graben system named ‘Divalia Fossae’,
circle much of Vesta’s equator and have been spatially correlated with the Rheasilvia
basin. Using numerical impact models, we show that the crust of Vesta in the region
where the Fossae are located undergoes considerable extension following the passage of
the Rheasilvia impact induced shockwave. The magnitude of this extension is dependent
on both the porosity and strength of Vesta’s crust and mantle, suggesting that Vesta is
heavily fractured throughout it’s interior. We also show that both the major graben
systems on Vesta are localized by the surface curvature of the asteroid.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This dissertation really consists of 3 papers. Two concern the effects of shockwaves from
very large impacts and how they have shaped the surface of the asteroid 4 Vesta, and are
the basis for the title of the dissertation. The third, while still about impacts and impact
processes, is unrelated to the first two. It concerns the ejection of meteorite fragments off
of the surface of Mars. To preface all three of these papers I have included an extended
background to the problems involved

Chapter 2, ‘Background’, provides a concise, somewhat historically oriented summary of
what is known about both Vesta and the Martian meteorites.

Chapter 3, ‘Antipodal Terrains Created by the Rheasilvia Basin Forming Impact on
Asteroid 4 Vesta’ discusses the effect that Vesta’s largest impact, which occurred near
the asteroid’s south pole, had on its antipode, which lies near the north pole. My coauthors on this work, which is reproduced from Bowling et al., 2013 are: Brandon
Johnson (MIT), Jay Melosh (Purdue), Boris Ivanov (RAS), David O’Brien (PSI), Robert
Gaskell (PSI), and Simone Marchi (SwRI).
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Chapter 4, ‘The Formation of the Divalia Fossae System on Asteroid 4 Vesta Followling
the Rheasilvia Basin Forming Impact’ proposes a formation mechanism for the large,
laterally continuous graben system observed encircling Vesta’s equator. My co-authors
on this work are: Brandon Johnson (MIT), Jennifer Scully (UCLA), Jay Melosh (Purdue),
and Paul Schenk (LPI).

Chapter 5, ‘Dwell Time at High Pressure of Meteorites Ejected from Mars’ investigates
the amount of time material ejected by impacts off the surface of Mars spends at high
pressure, a useful tool in the search for the source terrains of the Martian meteorites.

Each of the last three chapters is meant to stand alone as a peer-reviewed publication, so
there is some repetition of introductory material.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

2.1

Impact Cratering

With the exception of solar phenomena such as flares, impact cratering is the most
energetic, violent geologic process in the solar system. Craters dominate the surfaces of
most terrestrial planets, asteroids, and moons (Melosh, 2011). Earth, the body from
which most of our understanding of geologic processes originates, is somewhat the
exception. This is because the rate of tectonic recycling on our planet greatly outstrips
the rate of impact cratering (Johnson and Bowling, 2014). That said, impacts have still
played an important role in determining our system’s current makeup by, for example,
forming our moon (e.g. Cuk and Stewart, 2012) and thermally processing the early
Earth’s crust (Marchi et al., 2014).

When a hypervelocity collision occurs, high temperature and pressure conditions
manifested as a supersonic shock wave dominate over more typical elastic transfers of
stress. This shockwave accelerates the target and decelerates the impactor, with roughly
half of the impactor’s kinetic energy being converted into motion of target material. This
induced material flow leads to the excavation of a crater. In the near field, close to the
point of impact, shock-imparted target velocities can be extremely high, in some
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cases exceeding the initial velocity of the impactor (Melosh, 1989; Johnson et al., 2014).
In the far field, well outside the radius of the final crater, velocities imparted by the
impact shockwave are much lower, but can still be sufficiently large to cause material
deformation. In the case of very large impacts, the impact shockwave can deform a
planetary body on a nearly global scale.

The physics of impact cratering, from the moment of contact through crater excavation
and collapse, has been amply described with analytic models. (e.g. Housen et al., 1983;
Melosh, 1989). What underlies this work is an understanding of shock physics developed
from the mid-20th century onward applied to impact and explosion experiments,
observations of terrestrial craters, and observations of craters on other solar system
bodies.

While they set an important baseline for our understanding of the impact

cratering process, analytic models require simplified assumptions about the geometry of
the problem they address, meaning they can only be applied correctly in certain regimes.

In the age of widely available high performance computers, shock oriented
hydrodynamics codes, sometimes called ‘shock codes’ or ‘hydrocodes’ (Pierazzo et al.,
2008), provide a fantastic tool for studying the impact cratering process. These codes,
which employ a variety of discretization formalisms, numerically solve the coupled sets
of equations that govern material flow of all types. Shock codes provide a flexibility that
analytic models do not have: they can account for arbitrary geometries and can
incorporate complex material physics. The downside to shock codes is that their results
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can be resolution dependent, subject to numerical instabilities, and computationally
expensive.

Much of the work in this thesis has been done using the iSALE hydrocode. iSALE is
based on SALE, a computational package developed to simulate fluid flow at all speeds
using an arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian discretization formalism (Amsden et al., 1980).
SALE, which was capable of modeling a single Newtonian fluid, has been modified to
include more sophisticated material constitutive models and equations of state (Melosh et
al., 1992), advance free surface and multi-material interface tracking (Ivanov et al., 1997),
material damage accumulation (Ivanov, 1997), a wide range of geologically-oriented
constitutive models (Collins et al., 2004), and a numerically fast porous compaction
algorithm (Wunnemann et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2011). iSALE is well benchmarked
against both other shock physics codes (Pierazzo et al., 2008) and laboratory experiments
(Pierazzo et al., 2008; Davison et al., 2011; Miljkovic et al., 2012).

2.2

Asteroid 4 Vesta

In 1807, Heinrich Olbers discovered Vesta orbiting the sun at 2.4 AU, the 4th body to be
detected in the region of the solar system between Mars and Jupiter (Lynn, 1907). It has
been called the Solar System’s ‘smallest terrestrial planet’ because of its differentiated
iron core, ultramafic mantle, and basaltic crust (Keil, 2002). With a mean radius of 262
km and a mass of 2.6 x 1020 kg, Vesta is the 3rd largest asteroid in terms of volume (after
2 Pallas) and the second most massive (after 1 Ceres) (Russell et al., 2012). Vesta is
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among the last intact ‘protoplanet’, an archetype of the building blocks that accreted to
form the terrestrial planets (Rayman et al., 2006; Russell et al., 2012) [Figure 2.1].

Figure 2.1 Vesta as Seen by Dawn
Composite Image of Vesta from the NASA Dawn Spacecraft’s Framing Camera. This
mosaic combines some of the better individual images taken by the Dawn spacecraft
during it’s Vestan residence to show the the whole asteroid in fine detail. At the bottom
of the image is the central peak of the Rheasilvia basin. The linear features on the upper
left-hand side of the asteroid are the Saturnalia Fossae discussed in Chapter 4. Image
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/UCLA/MPS/DLR/IDA.
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Before the arrival of NASA’s Dawn spacecraft at the asteroid, much of what was known
about Vesta was inferred from the ‘HED’ (Howardite-Eucrite-Diogenite) meteorites.
With over 1000 samples, the HEDs make up most of the known achondritic meteorites in
the terrestrial collection (McSween et al., 2011a). The HEDs are a set of mafic and
ultramafic igneous rocks with similar and distinct oxygen isotope ratios, suggesting they
came from the same large, well-mixed, differentiated parent body (McSween, 2013a).
Crystallization ages of most HEDs suggest that this body must have largely solidified
within a few 10’s of millions of years after CAI (Keil, 2002; McSween, 2011a).

The HEDs fall into three distinct classes: the Eucrites, the Diogenites, and the Howardites
(Keil, 2002; McSween, 2011a). The eucrites, while texturally diverse, are mainly fine to
medium grained basalts and cumulates, and are dominated by pyroxenes and plagioclase.
They are thought to have crystallized at or near the surface of their parent body
(McSween, 2011a), either in lava flows or in fairly shallow subsurface dykes or sills.
Loosely, the eucrites can be thought of as Vesta’s ‘upper crust’. The diogenites are
coarser grained than the eucrites, and are almost completely composed of orthopyroxene.
Their mineral chemistry and textures suggest formation as cumulates in deep crustal or
mantle plutons (Keil, 2002; McSween, 2011a). The diogenites can be loosely thought of
as Vesta’s ‘lower crust’ or ‘upper mantle’. The howardites, or more accurately, the
‘HED polymict breccias’ (of which the Howardites are compositional subclass), are
breccias composed of both eucritic and diogenitic fragments, and often have inclusions of
carbonaceous chondrite clasts (McSween, 2011a). The howardites likely result from the
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impact excavation and mixing of Vesta’s crust and mantle, and can be thought of as a
‘regolith’ archetype for the asteroid.

The link between the HEDs and Vesta was first made after spectral observations of the
asteroid showed distinct pyroxene absorption bands (McCord et al., 1970). This lead to
speculation that the asteroid had a basaltic surface. The relative rarity of olivine in the
HEDs suggested that their parent body should still be largely intact (Consolmagno and
Drake, 1977), as olivine should be present in the deep mantle of a large differentiated
asteroid of chondritic bulk composition, and if the body was completely fragmented, this
olivine should be quite prominent within meteoritic samples. These observations, along
with many others, lead to the eventual consensus that Vesta was the parent body of the
basaltic eucrites (Drake, 1979).

For many years, the most significant obstacle to the Vesta-HED connection came from
orbital dynamics.

Because Vesta lies far from either the 3:1 Jovian or ν6 secular

resonances, it is difficult to deliver impact-ejected fragments from the body into Earth
crossing orbits (Wetherill, 1987). A resolution to this long-standing problem came from
the recognition of a set of asteroids with similar spectral signatures to Vesta, the ‘Vtypes’. Richard Binzel, in an Archimedean bathing-inspired ‘eureka’ moment (Binzel,
2014), recognized that the proper orbital elements of many V-type asteroids suggested a
genetic relation with Vesta itself (Binzel and Xu, 1993). These fragments were much
closer to the asteroid belt’s ‘escape hatches’, providing a dynamic pathway for fragments
of the body to be delivered to Earth (Wisdom, 1985).
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The link between the HEDs and Vesta was solidified by observations of the asteroid by
the Hubble space telescope, which revealed a massive depression near the South Pole of
the asteroid (Thomas et al., 1997). This depression, measured at 460 km across and 13
km deep, seemed to be a massive central peak crater. The impact that formed this basin
was promptly suggested as the excavator of both the V-types and the HED meteorites
(Thomas et al., 1997).

Because of the strong suggested link between Vesta and the HEDs, NASA was convinced
of the asteroid’s importance as a target for in situ investigation, and the Dawn mission
was conceived. Dawn is primarily a survey mapping mission meant to test hypotheses on
1) the formation environment of; 2) the bulk composition of; and 3) the evolutionary
pathways that have altered our solar system’s two most massive asteroids: the ‘wet’ 1
Ceres, and the ‘dry’ 4 Vesta (Rayman, 2006). Having successfully launched in 2007, the
Dawn spacecraft entered orbit around Vesta in 2011 (Russell, 2012).

Observations by Dawn’s instrument suite have largely confirmed the link between the
HEDs and Vesta. The spectrally derived surface composition of the body has mineral
compositions and abundances that match the meteorite group, the ages of the oldest
terrains on the asteroid’s surface are consistent with HED crystallization ages, and
geochemical measurements of the asteroid’s regolith match the HEDs (and differ from
the compositions of other achondrite types) (McSween et al., 2013b).

In addition,

constraints on Vesta’s internal structure derived from its gravity field are consistent with
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an internally differentiated body as suggested by the different subtypes of HED
meteorites (Russell et al., 2012; Park et al., 2014; Ermakov et al., 2014).

One of the most interesting findings of the Dawn mission is that the giant south polar
depression on Vesta is the product of two separate large impacts. The name ‘Rheasilvia’
was granted to the larger of the two, which measures 500 km across (nearly as wide as
the mean diameter of Vesta!) and 15 km deep (Schenk et al., 2012). The impact that
formed Rheasilvia is thought to have occurred relatively recently (~1 Gya)(Marchi et al.,
2012; O’Brien et al., 2014) although complete consensus as to the age of the basin has
not been reached (Schmedemann et al., 2014). This young age is consistent with the sizefrequency distribution of the V-type asteroid family thought to have been ejected by the
Rheasilvia impact, and also consisted with the morphological and chemical ‘freshness’ of
Vesta’s surface within the basin (O’Brien et al., 2014).

Rheasilvia overprints an older, ~400 km diameter, 12 km deep basin named ‘Veneneia’
(Russell et al., 2012; Schenk et al., 2012). Veneneia is significantly more degraded than
Rheasilvia, but is still somewhat geologically ‘young’, with an estimated age of ~2.1 Gya
(Schenk et al., 2012). There is some uncertainty to this age, mainly due to surface age
resetting of the crater by the Rheasilvia impact. It is likely that Veneneia once possessed
a central peak, but the massif was obliterated by the formation of the Rheasilvia basin.

Based on the size and topography of Rheasilvia, the impactor that formed the basin was
likely between 38 km (Ivanov and Melosh, 2013) and 60 km (Jutzi et al., 2013) in
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diameter. The range in numbers here comes from differences in the shock physics codes
used to model the basin’s formation, as well as the angle of impact used. In either case,
the impactor that opened Rheasilvia was sufficiently large compared to Vesta that the
shockwave it produced should have modified the asteroid’s surface on a nearly global
scale. In chapter 3, I discuss the focusing of this shockwave by Vesta’s iron core (which
acts much like a convex lens) to the impact antipode. This focusing disrupted a large
region around Vesta’s north pole, much like that impact-antipode disruption that formed
the lunar ‘hilly and lineated’ terrains (Schultz and Gault, 1974). On Vesta, this disruption
can explain the relatively low density of small craters near the asteroid’s north pole.

The most obvious geomorphologic province on Vesta thought to be related to Rheasilvia,
but lying outside the crater itself, is a large, laterally continuous set of troughs that circle
much of the asteroid’s equator [Figure 2.2]. These troughs, dubbed the ‘Divalia Fossae’,
are thought to be a system of graben and half-graben (Buczkowski et al., 2012; Scully et
al., 2015). The relationship between the Divalia Fossae and the Rheasilvia basin is
inferred from the nearly orthogonal spatial relationship between the two (Jaumann et al.,
2012).

While suggestive, it is possible that this spatial relationship is entirely

coincidental. However, the idea of a genetic relationship between graben system and
impact basin is reinforced by a second set of older, more degraded troughs in Vesta’s
northern hemisphere which are also thought to be graben (Scully et al., 2013). This set,
named ‘Saturnalia Fossae’, form a nearly orthogonal relationship with the center of the
Veneneia impact basin. In chapter 4, I suggest a formation mechanism for the Divalia
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Fossae that suggests they opened very quickly following the passage of the Rheasilvia
impact-induced shockwave.

Figure 2.2 Vesta’s Southern Hemisphere
Image of Vesta’s southern hemisphere taken by the NASA Dawn spacecraft’s framing
camera. The lower right portion of the image shows the Rheasilvia basin rim and central
peak. The linear features on the left side of the image are the Divalia Fossae discussed in
Chapter 4. Image Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/UCLA/MPS/DLR/IDA.

2.3

Martian Meteorites

The most recent decadal survey of planetary science placed the caching and return of a
pristine Martian surface sample by spacecraft as a top NASA priority (NRC, 2013).
However, it will be at least a decade, if not much longer, before such a sample is actually
returned to Earth.

Until then, the only samples of Mars available for analysis in
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terrestrial laboratories come in the form of meteorites that were ejected off the surface of
the planet by impacts some time in the recent geologic past.

While the current generation of Martian rover’s ability to make careful chemical and
isotopic measurements of the planet’s surface is quite impressive (Grotzinger et al., 2012),
analysis techniques in terrestrial laboratories are considerably more accurate and wide
ranging. Because of this, the Martian meteorites provide a unique window into Mars’
formation, geologic evolution, and climate history. For example, in one very preliminary
study, precise NanoSIMS measurements of melt veins in the Tissint meteorite suggest the
presence of organic rich fluids with possible biogenic origin (Lin et al., 2013).

Mars’ surface is both mineralogically and geomorphologically diverse (Carr and Head,
2010; Elhmann and Edwards, 2014), and lessons learned from the mineralogy and
chemical makeup of Martian meteorites may only apply to specific regions or provinces
on the planet, and not to Mars as a whole (McSween, 2011b). As such, finding the
source terrains of the Martian samples is a major priority. By definitively relating them
back to a region (or regions) on the planet’s surface, the scientific value of these
meteorites is greatly increased. For example, if we knew their origin location, precise
radiometric ages of the Martian meteorites would allow for an absolute calibration of
crater derived relative surface ages of Mars (much as the Apollo samples have provided
for the moon) (Neukum et al., 2001; Ivanov, 2001).
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The Martian, or ‘SNC’ (Shergottite-Nakhlite-Chassignite), meteorites are classed into 4
groups. The shergottite group is traditionally divided into two subtypes: basaltic and
lherzolitic.

Basaltic shergottites are predominantly composed of clinopyroxene

(McSween, 1994), have an excess of iron, a deficiency of aluminum, and an excess of
volatiles (except H2O) compared to terrestrial basalts (Nyquist et al., 2001). They are
generally fine grained (McSween, 1994) and likely formed in lava flows or shallow
subsurface dykes or sills (Nyquist et al., 2001).

The lherzolitic shergottites are

dominantly orthopyroxene, but with a higher abundance of olivine than the basaltic
shergottites (McSween, 1994). They are medium grained cumulates thought to have
formed in subsurface plutons. Similar light rare-Earth element abundances suggest that
the lherzolitic shergottites crystallized from the same magma source as many (McSween,
1994), but not all (Nyquist et al., 2001), basaltic shergottites. Crystallization ages of the
shergottites range from 150 to 596 Mya (McSween, 1994; Nyquist et al., 2001; Fritz et al.,
2005; Werner et al., 2013), suggesting they formed during a period of late Amazonian
volcanism on Mars (Nyquist et al., 2001).

It should be noted that a minority of

meteoriticists believe that the shergottites are actually much older (Werner et al., 2013),
but the younger set of ages can be considered a ‘strong’ consensus.

The nakhlites are dominantly composed of augite, olivine, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase,
with some samples containing inclusions of phyllosilicates and evaporites (Nyquist et al.,
2001). These latter two species indicate the presence of liquid water on or near Mars’
surface (Gooding et al., 1991). The nakhlites are cumulates thought to have crystallized
under oxidizing conditions in a somewhat shallow ultramafic igneous intrusion
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(McSween, 1994) or deep within a thick lava flow (Nyquist et al., 2001). Similar trace
element abundances between the nakhlites and the shergottites suggest the two types may
have come from the same source rock (McSween, 1994), but not the same magma body
(Nyquist et al., 2001). The nakhlites are considerably older than the shergottites, with
crystallization ages between 1270 and 1330 Mya.

Chassigny, the only sample within its SNC class, is the singular dunitic Martian meteorite
in the terrestrial collection. It is composed of approximately 90% iron-rich olivine, its
texture suggests a very slow cooling rate (Nyquist et al., 2001). Like the shergottites,
Chassigny may share a source with the nakhlites, but couldn’t have crystallized in the
same magma body (Nyquist, 2001). However, Chassigny’s crystallization age (1340 ±
50 Mya) overlaps with those of the nakhlites (Fritz et al., 2005).

ALH 84001 is another unique addition to the Martian meteorite collection, requiring the
formation of its own SNC grouping: the orthopyroxenites. With a crystallization age of
4510 ± 110 Mya (Fritz et al., 2005) it is far older than other SNC meteorites, and was
originally thought to be a diogenite (McSween, 1994).

ALH 84001 is dominantly

composed of coarse-grained orthopyroxene (McSween, 1994), and includes accessory
carbonates (Nyquist et al., 2001). This sample was famously used as evidence for
microorganisms on Mars (McKay et al., 1994).

All Martian meteorites show some evidence of shock metamorphism, including veins and
pockets of melt, diaplectic glass, various assemblages of high-pressure polymorphs,
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planar fractures and dislocations in minerals such as olivine, and mosaicism (Nyquist et
al., 2001). However, not all SNCs have experienced equal magnitudes of shock. Some
samples, like Tissint (a basaltic shergottite) likely experienced shock pressures in excess
of 25 GPa. Other samples, like Lafayette (a nakhlite) experience shock pressures less
than 5 GPa and post-shock temperature changes of less than 10 K (Fritz et al., 2005).

Martian meteorites were originally grouped together based on compositional and isotopic
similarities. They all contain iron-rich oxides, but no metallic iron (Nyquist et al, 2001).
They have distinctive iron-magnesium ratios, and similar abundances of trace refractory
and volatile elements (McSween, 1994). Most definitively, the SNCs group together
along a distinctive oxygen isotope fractionation line (Clayton and Myeda, 1996),
suggesting they share the same parent body.

The link between the SNCs and Mars was originally suggested due to the young
crystallization ages of the shergottites, as igneous rocks are unlikely to have cooled on an
asteroid at such a late stage (<600 Mya) of solar system history. Alternative explanations,
such as fractional crystallization within an impact melt pond on a large asteroid (Vickery
and Melosh, 1983), were suggested until the measurement of gasses from shock glass
veins in the shergottite EET 79001.

The isotopic ratios of noble gasses from the

meteorite precisely matched those measured on Mars’ surface by the Viking lander
(Owen et al., 1997), providing a definitive tie between the SNC meteorites and Mars.
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Figure 2.3 Hugoniot Curve for Basalt
The curve shown in black shows the relationship between pressure and particle velocity
for a planar shock in basalt as determined by the ANEOS equation of state (Pierazzo and
Ivanov, 2005). The vertical dashed lines show (right) Mars’ escape velocity and (left) ½
Mars’ escape velocity. The horizontal dashed lines show the pressures associated with
incipient and complete melting of basalt (Pierazzo and Ivanov, 2005). The grey boxes
shows mineralogically derived shock pressure ranges for the basaltic shergottites (dark
grey) and the rest of the SNC collection (light grey) (Fritz et al., 2005). Early objections
to the proposed Martian origin of the SNC meteorites came from the fact that material
ejected at greater than Mars escape should reach pressures well above those needed to
completely melt the ejecta. Near surface ‘velocity doubling’ (Zel’dovich and Raizer,
2002) should allow ejected material to escape the body at particle velocities
corresponding to ~½ Mars escape, but the shock pressure required for this velocity still
exceeds those measured for many SNC meteorites.
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The main objection to the Martian origin of the SNC meteorites came from a lack of a
clear mechanism to deliver fragments of the planet’s surface into space. The shocked
nature of the SNC meteorites strongly suggested that they were ejected from the surface
by impacts. However, simple models of shock physics in which the velocity of ejection
is proportional to the pressure of a shockwave, prevent any un-melted Martian material
from escaping the body [Figure 2.3]. Various explanations of how un-melted SNCs
could escape Mars following an impact have been proposed, including ricochet and
jetting during highly oblique impacts (Swift and Clark, 1983), vaporization of subsurface
Martian volatiles (O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1983), and vapor entrainment during oblique
impacts (O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1986).

The most accepted model of SNC ejection

involved ‘spallation’ (Melosh, 1985a), in which the impact shockwave is assumed to
emanate from a point at some depth in the Martian target. This depth offset allows for
shockwave interaction and superposition in the near surface. The net effect of this
interference is reduced peak pressures and target ejection velocities higher than those
determined by the Hugoniot relations. The ejection of lightly shocked, high velocity
material via this mechanism has been well studied both theoretically (Melosh, 1985a;
Melosh, 1985b) and numerically (Melosh, 1987; Head et al., 2002; Artemieva and Ivanov,
2004).
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Figure 2.4 Ejection age vs. Crystallization Age of SNC Meteorites
Ejection age vs. crystallization age for many Martian meteorites, based on data from Fritz
et al., (2005). Distinct clustering of SNC subtypes is apparent when presented in this
manner, leading to speculation that only several ejection events have occurred on the
planet. It should be noted that within the Shergottite and Nakhlite/Chassigny cluster, error
bars on ejection ages do not necessarily overlap (Fritz et al., 2005). Because ejection age
estimates are mainly based on cosmic ray exposure ages, the spread within clusters could
be a result of further fragmentation of ejecta while on transit to Earth.

The ages at which the Martian meteorites were ejected from the surface of Mars are
determined from the cosmic ray exposure ages plus their terrestrial exposure ages
(McSween, 1994). All classes of SNC meteorites were ejected from the surface of Mars
less than 20 Mya (Fritz et al., 2005) [Figure 2.4]. Groupings of different subtypes with
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similar crystallization ages and ejection ages seem to suggest only several impact ejection
events occurred, although as many as seven (Nyquist et al., 2001) or as few as one
(Werner et al., 2013) have been proposed. If there were only a few impact ejection
events, the spread in ejection ages within a given group can be explained by the further
fragmentation of large ejecta pieces during transit to Earth.

The search for the source region(s) of the Martian meteorites must begin with the
crystallization ages of the SNCs. For example, we know the shergottites formed in
surface and near surface volcanic flows between 165 and 596 Mya, so the search for the
shergottite source region should be limited to late Amazonian volcanic provinces. Next,
one must search for the crater within those provinces that matches the young ejection
ages of the shergottites. In such a search, the ability to constrain the size of the source
crater to a narrow range is extremely useful, as it limits the number of candidates. This
cannot be done using pressures and temperatures inferred from mineralogical and
chemical studies of the SNCs, a result of the hydrodynamic invariance explained in more
detail in chapter 5 (Melosh, 1989). Instead, a length or time scale is needed to estimate
the size of the impact or impacts that ejected the Martian meteorites. This length scale
could be fragment size, or, as I address in chapter 5, crystal size/trace element
distributions at small scales within the meteorites.

Several studies have now used ‘dwell times’ at high pressure to infer the size of the SNC
source crater (Beck et al., 2005; Baziotis et al., 2013). A critical step in this process is
connecting the derived dwell time to an impactor size (which ultimately determines the
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size of the source crater) [Figure 2.5]. Unfortunately, the canonical relation used for this
purpose should be considered a misinterpretation of a bad estimate. In chapter 5, I use
extremely high-resolution numerical models to address this issue. Within that chapter, I
limit my study only to the basaltic shergottites. This is because there is a readily
available equation of state for basalt, and because the only dwell time estimates in the
meteoritical literature have been made using basaltic shergottites. However, similarities
between my results and those of another study using a drastically different equation of
state (Johnson and Melosh, 2014) suggest my conclusions can be applied loosely to all
SNC meteorites.
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Figure 2.5 Relating Dwell Time to Impactor Size
Flowchart demonstrating how the diameter D of the basaltic shergottite has been
estimated based on the ‘dwell times’ (τ) of SNC meteorites. The size of high-pressure
polymorphs (Baziotis et al., 2013) and the distribution of trace elements (Beck et al.,
2005) have been used to infer the dwell time for the basaltic shergottites Tissint and
Zagami, respectively. These studies then use the equation in the outlined box to
determine the diameter (d) of the impactor which excavated their samples. In chapter 5,
provide a more accurate relationship between τ and d.
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CHAPTER 3. ANTIPODAL TERRAINS CREATED BY THE RHEASILVIA BASIN
FORMING IMPACT ON ASTEROID 4 VESTA

Reprinted from Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, Volume 118, T. J.
Bowling, B. C. Johnson, H. J. Melosh, B. A. Ivanov, D. P. O’Brien, R. Gaskell and S.
Marchi, 1-14, Copyright (2013), with permission from the American Geophysical
Union.

The Rheasilvia impact on asteroid 4 Vesta may have been sufficiently large to create
disrupted terrains at the impact antipode.

This paper investigates the amount of

deformation expected at the Rheasilvia antipode using numerical models of sufficient
resolution to directly observe terrain modification and material displacements following
the arrival of impact stresses. We find that the magnitude and mode of deformation
expected at the impact antipode is strongly dependent on both the sound speed and
porosity of Vesta’s mantle, as well as the strength of the Vestan core. In the case of low
mantle porosities and high core strengths we predict the existence of a topographic high
(a peak) caused by the collection of spalled and uplifted material at the antipode.
Observations by NASA’s Dawn spacecraft cannot provide definite evidence that large
amounts of deformation occurred at the Rheasilvia antipode, largely due to the presence
of other large impact craters in the region. However, a deficiency of small craters near
the antipodal point suggests that some degree of deformation did occur.
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3.1

Introduction

Hypervelocity impacts are arguably the most violent geologic process known today
(Melosh, 1989).

Some impacts are so large they are believed to cause significant

deformation on the opposite side of the target body. This is a consequence of the target’s
ability to focus the impact-induced stress waves to the crater’s antipode where the near
surface pressure gradient, intensified by constructive interference, can cause significant
material deformation and damage. The archetype of this antipodal morphology is the
disrupted terrain found directly opposite and suspected to be related to the Imbrium basin
on the Moon (Schultz and Gault, 1974; Hood and Artemieva, 2008), a region
characterized as ‘hilly and lineated’. Similar features have been investigated on Mercury
(Murray et al., 1974; Schultz and Gault, 1974), Phobos (Fujiwara, 1991), and various icy
satellites of the outer solar system (Watts et al., 1991; Breusch and Asphaug, 2004). As a
rule of thumb, hilly and lineated terrains are found opposite only the largest craters, as the
amount of energy required to cause significant deformation on the opposite side of a large
body is considerable (Thomas and Veverka, 1979; Richardson et al., 2005). In addition
to the size, velocity, and incidence angle of the projectile, the extent and mode of
deformation expected at an impact antipode relies largely on the properties of the target
body.

Size, oblateness, internal structure, and the presence/size of a core all play

important roles in determining how energy is focused and dissipated following an impact
(Meschede et al., 2011).

While some of this parameter space has been explored

(Fujiwara, 1991; Watts et al., 1991; Breusch and Asphaug, 2004) a simple predictive
relationship between source crater and antipode morphology cannot yet be made, and
must be explored numerically on a case-by-case basis.
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The Rheasilvia impact basin on asteroid 4 Vesta has long been known as one of the
largest impact features in the solar system with respect to target body size (Thomas et al.,
1997). Centered near Vesta’s south pole, the basin has a depth of ~19 km and a diameter
of ~500 km, nearly equal to that of the asteroid (~525 km) (Russell et al., 2012; Schenck
et al., 2012). The basin is estimated to be relatively young (~1 Ga), meaning that any
related antipodal terrains may remain well preserved (Marchi et al., 2012; Schenck et al.,
2012). Recent observations by NASA’s Dawn spacecraft set rigid constraints on many of
the free parameters that could affect the expected mode and degree of deformation at
Rheasilvia’s antipode. The size and velocity of the impactor, the size and composition of
Vesta’s core, and the bulk density of the asteroid are all relatively well known or easily
estimated (Russell et al., 2012; Jutzi and Asphaug, 2011). In addition, recently released
imagery of Vesta’s north pole allow for direct comparison between impact model output
and spacecraft observation. This makes Vesta an ideal body on which to examine the
effects of antipodal focusing of impact stresses.

The impact that formed the Rheasilvia basin (here-after referred to as the Rheasilvia
impact) was large enough that some degree of antipodal deformation is expected.
Previous numerical simulations (Jutzi and Asphaug, 2011) of the Rheasilvia impact find
only weak evidence for antipodal deformation, with surface velocities of ~5 m s-1
opposite the crater. Jutzi and Asphaug (2011) suggest that these low velocities may be a
matter of resolution. Due to computational limitations in three dimensions, their work is
limited to a resolution of ~3 km, the smoothing length used in their simulations. In
addition to resolution issues, Jutzi and Asphaug (2011) assume that Vesta has a bulk
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porosity of 10%. As the Rheasilvia impact’s stress wave passes through Vesta’s mantle,
it inevitably crushes out some amount of pore space. This process is irreversible, causes
heating, and can rapidly reduce the energy of the passing wave, energy that would
otherwise be available to deform the surface at the antipode (Davison et al., 2010).

The porosity of Vesta’s mantle is estimated based on Dawn measurements to be 5%
(Russell et al., 2012), half of the value used by Jutzi and Asphaug (2011). The Dawn
estimate is based on radio tracking of the spacecraft and requires assumptions about the
composition and shape of Vesta’s mantle and core. The mantle is assumed to have a
grain density equal to that of measured diogenites (Russell et al., 2012; Britt et al., 2010).
The core is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium, and its density and size are
simultaneously solved for by inversion (Russell et al., 2012), which when combined with
a grain density for the mantle, a shape model, and an estimate of the total body mass
based on spacecraft tracking, yields a porosity. While these assumptions are not
unreasonable, the dependency of antipodal deformation on porosity provides another way
with which to constrain our estimates of Vesta’s mantle properties. However, it is
possible that the porosity of Vesta’s mantle was different before the Rheasilvia impact
occurred, and was significantly modified by the impact itself. In Section 3.4 we will
show that the dependency of antipodal deformation on mantle porosity is so strong that if
the mantle has zero porosity, the Rheasilvia impact should produce a topographic peak
several km high at its antipodal point, a feature considerably more extreme than observed
at impact antipodes on solar system bodies, Vesta included.
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Another important parameter controlling how impact stresses are focused to the antipode
of the Rheasilvia crater is the sound speed, or seismic velocity, of the mantle and core.
Impact stresses are carried to the antipode as a complex set of waves. Initially, near the
impact site, these stresses are carried as a shock wave that moves faster than the speed of
sound. As the shockwave decreases in intensity with distance, it decays into several
modes: an elastic precursor, which travels at the speed of sound, the ‘main’ plastic wave,
which travels slightly slower, and several modes that propagate only near the surface of
the target body. The seismic velocity of Vesta’s mantle and core control how quickly
each of these modes can transmit stress to the antipode of the impact, how waves interact
with one another upon arrival, and the magnitude of the resulting deformation. While the
seismic velocity structure of Vesta is not known, sound speed is generally inversely
related to square root of density. Consequently, in a similar manner to Earth, the sound
speed in Vesta’s iron core is likely lower than in its rocky mantle (Stein and Wysession,
2002). The core acts to focus seismic energy at the antipode similarly to the way a
convex lens focuses light. This degree of antipodal focusing relies on the relative sound
speeds of the mantle and core. Increasing the porosity of a material generally leads to a
net reduction in its sound speed (Hermann, 1969; O’Connell and Budiansky, 1974). With
little certainty regarding the seismic velocity structure of Vesta, we treat mantle sound
speed as a free parameter. We demonstrate in Section 4 that the sound speed of Vesta’s
mantle plays an important role in determining both the degree and breadth of deformation
expected at the Rheasilvia antipode.
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The amount of energy transmitted through the Vestan core is dependent on its material
strength. The core of Vesta is thought to have formed from the differentiation of the
parent body (Consolmagno and Drake, 1977; Jaumann et al., 2012), and is likely
composed largely of iron. Its strength, however, is unknown. The strength of iron alloys
can vary considerably depending on how much nickel is present (Petrovic, 2001) and
how much strain and fracturing the core has accumulated over time from previous
impacts in the body. In addition to mantle sound speed and porosity, we run Rheasilvia
impact simulations to test the dependence of antipodal deformation on core strength. We
demonstrate in Section 4 that the amount of deformation expected at the Rheasilvia
antipode is dependent on what rheological parameters are used for Vesta’s core, and that
a stronger core will lead to stronger deformation than a weaker core that behaves in a
ductile manner.

Previous numerical studies on antipodal focusing required that physical parameters such
as peak surface velocities be used as a proxy for deformation. Watts et al. (1991) assume
that peak surface pressure is representative of the degree of expected deformation. This
is an unfortunate choice, as free surfaces (such as the surface at the antipode) require a
zero pressure boundary condition and the peak pressure in a given cell becomes
dependent on the resolution of the computational mesh. Work using smooth particle
hydrodynamics codes (Breusch and Asphaug, 2004) utilizes surface velocity and peak
tensional stress to understand how much deformation occurs, but are limited to ~10 km
scales of resolution, considerably larger than the observed features in hilly and lineated
terrains (Schultz and Gault, 1974). In this work we model the Rheasilvia impact using a
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resolution of 400 m. Our models are capable of resolving individual deformation features
such as antipodal peaks. In cases where no significant antipodal feature can be resolved,
we use surface velocity (which is less sensitive to mesh resolution) as a proxy for the
degree of deformation and displacement expected following the arrival of the impact
stress wave
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Table 3.1 Simulation Parameters for iSALE Simulations
Parameter Description
Number of cells in x-direction
Number of in y-direction
Cell size in x-direction
Cell size in y-direction
Radius of core
Thickness of mantle
Radius of impactor
Impact velocity
Initial Surface Temperature
Internal Temperature Profile of the Mantle
Internal Temperature Profile of the Core
Surface Heat Flux

Value
700
1700
.4 km
.4 km
110 km
150 km
18.4 km
5.5 km s-1
250 K
Conductive
Conductive
10 W m-2

Table 3.2 Material Parameters for iSALE Simulations
Description
EOS
Melting temperaturec
Specific heat capacity
Thermal softening parameterc
Simon A parameter (MPa)c
Simon B parameterc
Poisson ratio
Coefficient of internal friction(damaged)d
Coefficient of internal friction (undamaged)d
Strength at infinite pressured
Cohesion (damaged)d
Cohesion (undamaged)d
Min failure strain at low pressured
Failure strain scaling constantd
Pressure of compressional failured
Rate of porous compaction κ
Strain at which porous compact begins
Porosity
Johnson-Cook parameter A (ARMCO Iron)
Johnson-Cook parameter B
Johnson-Cook parameter C
Johnson-Cook parameter N
a

Value for Core
ANEOS irona
1811K
440 J kg-1 K-1
1.2
6000
3.00
0.29
.4
2.0
2.5 GPa
11 Pa
10 MPa
.0001
1e-11
.3 GPa
.98c
300 MPae
219 MPae
0
.32e

Value for Mantle
ANEOS duniteb
1373 K
1000 J kg-1 K-1
1.1
1520
4.05
0.25
0.6
1.2
3.5 GPa
10 kPa
10 MPa
.0001
1e-11
.3 GPa
.98c
.01
0-10%
-

Thompson, 1990; bBenz et al., 1989; cWünnemann et al., 2008; dCollins et al., 2004; eJohnson and Cook, 1983
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3.2

Numerical Model

We use the iSALE shock hydrodynamics code (Wünnemann et al., 2006), an extension of
the SALE code (Amsden, 1980), to simulate the Rheasilvia impact and its antipodal
effects. SALE was built to model shock processes in gaseous materials, and iSALE
extends this work to include sophisticated constitutive models and equations of state that
can address impact affects in geologic maters (Melosh et al., 1992; Ivanov et al., 1997;
Collins et al., 2004). Our models are run in two dimensions using cylindrical symmetry.
Simulations are run on an Eulerian (fixed cell) computational grid with 400 meter
resolution (Table 3.1). We utilize central gravity, which is computationally faster than
self gravity and sufficient in accuracy for this investigation. We model Vesta based on
Dawn observations as a 520 km diameter spherical dunite mantle surrounding a 220 km
diameter solid iron core (Jaumann et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2012). Due to model
limitations we do not consider the effects of a Vestan crust, but its inclusion may
significantly affect results, and should be included in future work. We used the ANEOS
equations of state for dunite and iron to represent Vesta’s mantle and core, respectively
(Benz et al., 1989; Thompson, 1990). The impactor is treated as a 38 km diameter dunite
sphere impacting the surface of Vesta at 5.5 km s-1 and at a 90 degree incidence angle.
Our impact parameters are derived from simulations that reproduce the topography of the
Rheasilvia basin (Ivanov and Melosh, 2013). These values are consistent with pre-Dawn
estimates of the impactor velocity (Asphaug, 1997; Jutzi and Asphaug, 2011), suggesting
robustness.
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We use the strength model of Collins et al. (2004) to accurately represent the rheology of
geologic materials, which assumes that the strength of both the mantle and core are
dependent on cohesion, internal friction, and pressure. While the damage of material
plays its most important role adjacent to the impact site, where strains are very large,
damage weakening of rocks can also play a role in determining final morphologies at the
antipode. We adopt the damage model of Ivanov et al. (1997), which takes into account
the pressure dependence of material damage. We incorporate the weakening of rock with
increasing temperature using the thermal weakening model of Ohnaka (1995) (Table 3.2).

As described above, the degree of antipodal deformation is strongly dependent on mantle
porosity !. We use the ε-α porosity model (Wünnemann et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2010).
The ε-α model relates the volume strain ℰ! to the distension ! = 1/(1 − !) in different
total strain regimes. These regimes include an elastic regime [Collins et al., 2010], where
the matrix material is allowed to compress but no pore space is permanently crushed out,
and a crushing regime (Wünnemann et al., 2006), where the amount of total volume
strain is sufficient to permanently reduce the porosity of the material. In the elastic
regime, the rate at which porosity changes with respect to total volume strain is related to
χ, the ratio of porous to non-porous sounds speeds, and α! , the initial distention

!"
!ℰ!

!!!

=!−! 1+!

! !!

!−1

!

Equation 3.1

Once a critical strain threshold ℰ! is reached, distention decreases monotonically as
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!"
!ℰ!

= !"

Equation 3.2

where κ is a prescribed parameter controlling the rate of compaction. If the stress wave
induces strains sufficient to enter the compaction regime (ℰ! > ℰ! ) then pore space
crushing begins and energy is lost from the wave. The most important parameters of this
model for our work are the initial porosity !, corresponding to an initial distension !, and
the elastic strain threshold ℰ! .

The parameter ! = !0.98 which controls the rate of

compaction is the same as used in Wünnemann et al., (2007) and is not varied within this
study.

3.3

Impact Simulations

We seek to explore the effects of three free parameters: the porosity of the mantle, which
determines how the Rheasilvia stress wave is dissipated, the mantle sound speed, which
determines how effectively stresses are focused at the Rheasilvia antipode, and the
strength of the Vestan core, which controls where stresses are localized in the target body.
To look at how variations in mantle porosity affect antipodal deformation, we give the
elastic strain threshold (ℰ! ) a physical basis by equating it to the crushing strength of rock
(!!"#$! ) as

ℰ! =

!!"#$!
!

Equation 3.3
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where !!is Young’s modulus (Güldemeister et al., 2013). A Young’s modulus of 70 GPa
and a crushing strength of ~700 MPa, similar to that of lunar rock (Stephens and Lilley,
1970) yields a strain threshold of ℰ! = 1% a reasonable value. We then vary the initial
porosity from 0 to 10%, covering a fairly large range around the Dawn estimate of 5%
(Russell et al., 2012).

In hydrocodes such as iSALE the rate at which elastic waves propagate (the bulk sound
speed) comes directly from the equation of state, which relates the density and energy of
a material to its pressure and temperature. In reality, the speed of sound in material is a
complex function of density, strength, mineral properties, porosity, etc. The speed of
sound of the Vestan mantle plays a critical role in the focusing of the impact stress wave
to the antipode. We are interested in isolating the effects of sound speed on antipodal
deformation, but are unable to directly assign a seismic velocity profile to the Vestan
mantle. Instead, we utilize the ability of the porosity routine to alter the effective sound
speed (Equation 3.1).

This is done by raising the strain threshold for crushing to

ℰ! = 10% (a crushing strength of ~7 GPa) and varying the sound speed ratio of porous
to non-porous material!!. This, in effect, forces the porosity routine to remain in the
elastic compaction regime while altering the sound speed of the mantle around the
reference velocity (~6.5 km s-1) determined by the equation of state (Pierazzo et al.,
1995] and Poisson’s ratio (Table 3.2). Even at an unrealistically high crushing strength
of ~7 GPa, some pore space will inevitably be lost near the point of impact. We choose
an initial porosity ! = 0.5%, a value high enough that the pore space is not completely
crushed out in most of the mantle, but low enough that whatever crushing that does occur
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does not significantly dissipate energy from the wave. In other words, the choice of a
low initial porosity and a high crushing strain strikes a balance between minimizing the
effects of pore space crushing (which will still occur near the impact site, where strains
are very high) and allowing the porosity model to vary the effective bulk sound speed.
We vary the sound speed ratio ! from 0.7 to 1.2, corresponding to bulk sound speeds of
~4.5 to 7.8 km s-1 (Pierazzo et al., 1995). These variations in sound speed are most likely
much wider than should be expected for a realistic Vestan mantle, but as we are
interested in isolating the focusing effects of mantle sound speed, we choose to vary the
parameter over a wide range. For each of our simulations, we choose to compare
deformation states 1500 seconds after impact. This is well after the mass movement of
material ceases at the antipode, but before the fallback of ejecta.

Simulations in which we treat mantle porosity and mantle sound speed as a free
parameter assume a core rheology that is ‘rock-like’, in which material strength is a
function of cohesion, friction, and pressure. This rheology can be considered a ‘strong’
end member, one in which much of the core reacts elastically as the impact stress wave
passes. An alternative type of strength model applicable to metals is one in which
material is ductile, and strength dominantly a function of accumulated strain (Johnson
and Cook, 1983). In order to test the effects of different types of core strength on
antipodal deformation, we ran simulations with both rock-like and ductile models. In the
former, the strength of intact core material is pressure dependent as
! = !! +

!"
!!! !"
!!
!

Equation 3.4
!
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where !! is the material’s cohesion, ! is the coefficient of internal friction, !! is the
limiting strength at high pressure, and ! is pressure. Strength reduction due to material
damage is taken into account. In the latter, strength is dependent on both strain and strain
rate as

! = (! + !! ! )(1 + ! ln !) Equation 3.5

where ! is the accumulated strain of the material, ! is the strain rate, and !, !, !, and !
are material dependent parameters. This model also takes into account temperature
dependent weakening of material.

We treat our ductile core as ARMCO iron (Johnson and Cook, 1983), where!! = 100
MPa (corresponding to a compressional strength of ~170 MPa) (Table 3.2). However,
laboratory tests suggest that the strength of iron meteorites can be considerably higher
than that of ARMCO iron (Petrovic, 2001). Measured strengths vary as a function of
nickel and carbon content in the meteoritic alloy, and nickel concentrations of ~15% can
yield compressive strengths of up to 1 GPa. Additionally, because the strength of metal
can increase with accumulated strain, it is possible that Vesta’s core could have been
considerably hardened by strains from previous large impacts, such as the one that
formed the Veneneia basin (Jaumann et al., 2012). To test this dependence, we ran
simulations with ductile cores where ! = 300 and 530 MPa (corresponding to
compressive strengths of ~500 and 900 MPa, respectively).
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Figure 3.1 Propagation of Impact Stress Wave Through Vesta
Cross sections showing the propagation of the impact stress wave at various times during
its passage the Vestan body. Contours show the magnitude of material velocity in the –Y
direction (downwards on this plot). The ‘control’ case uses a mantle porosity of 0%, a
strong rock-like core, and a mantle sound speed ratio of 1. The ‘low core strength’ case
uses a mantle porosity of 0%, a weak ductile core, and a mantle sound speed ratio of 1.
The ‘high mantle porosity case’ uses a mantle porosity of 5%, a strong rock-like core,
and a mantle sound speed ratio of 1. The ‘low mantle sound speed case’ uses a mantle
porosity of 0%, a strong rock-like core, and a mantle sound speed ratio of 0.7).
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3.4

Results

The details of how the impact stress wave propagates through the Vestan mantle and core
vary based on the porosity and sound speed of the mantle, and the strength of the iron
core [Figure 3.1]. In the ‘control’ case (0% mantle porosity, strong rock-like core, ! =
1) the wave passes through most of the core and mantle with a minimal amount of decay.
The waves in the mantle, especially near the core mantle boundary, move faster than in
the core, and are focused around it like a convex lens. These waves then interfere to
cause very high surface velocities at and near the antipode. In simulations with a weak,
ductile core (0% mantle porosity, weak ductile core, ! = 1), the wave speed in the
mantle is considerably larger than in the core, changing the amount of antipodal focusing
that occurs. The wave that does pass directly through the core is also reduced somewhat
in amplitude. This is likely because energy is used to deform the core itself, causing the
wave to attenuate more quickly. In simulations with a high mantle porosity (5% mantle
porosity, strong rock-like core, ! = 1), the stress wave is considerably weakened in its
passage from the impact site to the core, as well as the rest of its passage through the
mantle. The wave speed in the mantle is reduced throughout the body, and the core is
less effective at focusing the wave to the antipode. In simulations with a significantly
reduced mantle sound speed (0% mantle porosity, strong rock-like core, ! = 0.7) the
waves passage through the mantle is both slowed and attenuated in magnitude. This
affects both the magnitude of the incident wave at the antipode as well as its focusing.
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Figure 3.2 Displacement of material at the antipode of the Rheasilvia
Displacements are measured between the starting position of material and its location
1500 seconds after impact. At the near surface material is spalled upwards and moves
away from the antipode. Material from depth is also lofted upwards, but is translated
towards the axis of symmetry. The net motion of material upwards and towards the axis
of symmetry results in a collection of material at the antipode. This collection of material,
in some model cases, is sufficient to create an antipodal peak. This simulation was run
with a 0% mantle porosity, a strong rock-like core, and a mantle sound speed ratio of 1.
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We examine the amount of deformation at our model’s antipode by directly comparing
model output surface topography to initial conditions. The arrival of the impact stress
wave causes very large near surface pressure gradients, and assuming that the tensile
strength of the rock is exceeded in some cases, large amounts of material are spalled
upwards (Figure 3.2). In the case of 0% mantle porosity, this material is lifted over 10
km above the surface of Vesta before falling back and accumulating. During this period
of free flight material is uplifted from depth and translated horizontally towards the
symmetry axis. Much of this collected material is completely damaged and fragmented.
The spalled material and uplifted material collects at or near the antipode. For initial
porosities less than ~1% the net result of this fairly extreme surface modification is the
formation of an antipodal peak (Figure 3.3). In the case of no porosity, this peak is nearly
6 km tall, with a half width of ~25 km. The inclusion of porosity rapidly reduces the
expected size of the antipodal feature. At the Dawn estimated mantle porosity of 5%, no
discernable antipodal peak is found after the period of deformation ends.
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Figure 3.3 Antipodal topography 1500 seconds after the Rheasilvia impact – Effect of
Porosity
Topographic profiles are calculated by searching for the tracer furthest from target’s
center in 800 m horizontal bins. Elevations are calculated as the final height of material
above the initial reference target sphere. The various curves represent different initial
mantle porosities as defined by the figure legend. Neglecting porosity leads to the uplift
of a sharp peak ~6 km high. This effect is very sensitive to mantle porosity, and the
inclusion of even 0.5% porosity in the mantle reduces the peak size by a factor of ~3.
Porosities greater than 2% are not included, as no feature comparable to model resolution
(400 m) is present. All simulations in this series were run with a strong, rock-like core
and a mantle sound speed ratio of 1.

The effect of sound speed on the height of the antipodal topographic peak is readily
apparent (Figure 3.4). The peak height is maximal when the mantle sound speed is set to
90% of the reference determined by the equation of state (approximately 6.5 km s-1).
Sound speed also helps determine the width of the antipodal peak. As the mantle and
core work in concert to focus or defocus the impact stress wave, the energy of that wave
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can alternately be concentrated in a very small area or spread out broadly. In the former
case, the horizontal extent of deformation should be smaller, but the magnitude should be
large. In the latter case, the impact stress wave is never focused sufficiently to cause
extreme levels of deformation, but what deformation does occur is spread out over a
much larger area.
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Figure 3.4 Antipodal topography 1500 seconds after the Rheasilvia impact. – Effect of
Mantle Sound Speed
Topographic profiles are calculated by searching for the tracer furthest from target’s
center in 800 m horizontal bins. Elevations are calculated as the final height of material
above the initial reference target sphere. The various curves represent different mantle
sound speeds (𝜒 is the ratio of porous to non-porous bulk sound speed). Because of the
low initial porosity and the high strain threshold for crushing, the magnitude of
topographic features in these simulations is approximately equal to that expected if no
mantle porosity is included. A maximum topography is reached when 𝜒=.9, and then
rapidly decreases as the incident stress wave becomes defocused. As values of 𝜒>1 the
wave is over focused and the peak is lower than in the reference case. The sound speeds
in the legend are given as reference and are based on Pierazzo et al. (1995). Actual
model sound speeds are determined by the equation of state and change with depth. All
simulations in this series were run with a strong, rock-like core and a mantle porosity of
0.5%.
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At porosities higher than ~1% our models are not capable of directly resolving
deformation features at the Rheasilvia antipode, as the magnitude of material
displacement is smaller than the model resolution. As an alternative proxy, following
Breusch and Asphaug (2004), we rely on surface velocities at the antipode to inform our
understanding of how much deformation occurs (Figures 3.5 and 3.6).

Our results

suggest that across the range of initial mantle porosities used in this study, significant
antipodal deformation can be expected. At 5% porosity, the case that corresponds best
with Dawn estimates of Vesta’s mantle porosity (Jaumann et al., 2012), velocities reach
values of ~35 m s-1.

Even at a porosity of 10% the antipode experiences surface

velocities of ~25 m s-1. In an environment where surface gravity is only 0.25 m s2,
velocities this high can be expected to result in significant deformation.
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Figure 3.5 Antipodal Velocity – Effect of Porosity
Material velocities in the surface and subsurface of Vesta’s antipode immediately
following the arrival of the impact stress wave (75 seconds after impact). The impact
occurs at the origin, not shown in these plots. The different frames represent different
initial mantle porosities. Top - (Φ=0%) - Material velocities are over 100 m s-1 at the
surface, sufficient to carry material many km above the surface of Vesta. Middle (Φ=1%) - Material velocities at the surface are considerably lower than without porosity,
but still sufficient to cause significant spallation. Velocities do not extend as far
horizontally away from the antipode. Bottom - (Φ=5%) – Material velocities are
considerably lower than at very low porosities, but still high enough to cause significant
spallation and deformation. The 5% porosity case corresponds to the best estimate of the
actual porosity of Vesta’s mantle based on Dawn observations (Jaumann et al., 2012).
All simulations in this series were run with a strong, rock-like core and a mantle sound
speed ratio of 1.
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Figure 3.6 Velocity, Porosity, and Distance from the Rheasilvian Antipode
Magnitude of surface velocities plotted as a function of porosity at three different points
on the surface of Vesta. Velocities are calculated 75 seconds after impact, approximately
the time of maximum velocity. The solid black line represents material at the symmetry
axis, the solid gray line represents material 50 km from the symmetry axis, and the
dashed black line represent material 100 km from the symmetry axis. The ‘+’ signs
represent actual data points coming from our model runs. In all cases, surface velocities
decrease rapidly with increasing porosity, but do not rapidly approach zero. Even at 10%
porosity, surface velocities at the antipode are high enough that some form of observable
deformation is expected. Surface velocities decrease uniformly as a function of distance
from the antipode. All simulations in this series were run with a strong, rock-like core
and a mantle sound speed ratio of 1.
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The effect of sound speed on model surface velocities (Figure 3.7 and 3.8) is similar to
the effect noticed on the size and breadth of antipodal peaks. The horizontal range over
which high surface velocities are found seems to be a function of the mantle sound speed.
This reflects how well the impact stress wave is focused to a single point at the antipode.
When the wave is well focused, the peak surface velocity is high but only extends to a
small region around the antipodal point. When the wave is less focused, the peak surface
velocity is not as high, but modest velocities are spread over a much larger area. Below a
critical sound speed threshold (in this study ~0.7csound), the core instead acts to defocus
the impact stress wave, and the highest surface velocities are found at some distance from
the antipode. This is similar to core size dependencies found in Watts et al. (1991).
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Figure 3.7 Antipodal Velocity – Effect of Mantle Sound Speed
Material velocities at the surface and subsurface of Vesta’s antipode immediately
following the arrival of the impact stress wave (75 seconds after impact). The impact
occurs at the origin, not shown in these plots. The different frames represent different
effective mantle sound speeds. Because of the low initial porosity and the high strain
threshold for crushing, the magnitude of antipodal velocity in these simulations are
approximately equal to that expected if no mantle porosity is included. Top - (c=0.8csound
or ~5.2 km s-1) – material velocities are significantly lower than at the reference sound
speed, and are distributed over a large area around the antipode. The stress wave can be
considered unfocused. Middle - (c=csound or ~6.5 km s-1) – material velocities are
distributed in a similar manner to when a more realistic mantle strength is used. The
wave is well focused at the antipode. Bottom – (c=1.2csound or ~7.8 km s-1) –High
velocities are highly concentrated at the antipode, and are not as high as in the case of the
reference velocity, suggesting that the stress wave is over focused. All simulations in this
series were run using a strong, rock-like core and a mantle porosity of 0.5%.
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Figure 3.8 Surface Velocity, Mantle Sound Speed, and Distance from the Rheasilvian
Antipode
Magnitude of surface velocities plotted as a function of sound speed ratio (𝜒) at three
different points on the surface of Vesta. Velocities were calculated 75 seconds after
impact for 𝜒= 0.8 𝑡𝑜 1.2, the approximate time of maximum velocity. For 𝜒=0.7 the
arrival of the impact stress wave was sufficiently delayed that maximum velocities were
reached at 80 seconds post impact. The solid black line represents material at the
symmetry axis, the solid gray line represents material 50 km from the symmetry axis, and
the dashed black line represent material 100 km from the symmetry axis. The ‘+’ signs
represent actual data points coming from our model runs. Because of the low initial
porosity and the high strain threshold for crushing, the magnitude of surface velocity in
these simulations is approximately equal to that expected if no mantle porosity is
included. Surface velocities directly at the antipode are highest when 𝜒=1, and drop off
rapidly as sound speed changes. At 50 and 100 km away from the antipode, however,
surface velocities are highest at a slightly slower mantle sound speed, 𝜒=0.9. This
represents a widening of the zone of deformation as the impact stress wave becomes less
focused. All simulations in this series were run using a strong, rock-like core and a
mantle porosity of 0.5%.
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The dependence of antipodal surface velocities on core strength is considerable (Figure
3.9). Simulations with a ductile ARMCO iron core result in velocities many times lower
than simulations with a strong rock like core. The ductile core also concentrates high
velocities in a smaller region near the antipodal point. An increase in the compressive
strength of the ductile core leads to a corresponding increase in antipodal surface
velocity. In this series, the rock-like core acts as a ‘strong’ end member with the highest
surface velocities. It should be noted that on a larger scale, the inclusion of a ductile core
can change the post-impact stress distribution across the entire target body, and may play
a fundamental role in localizing other Rheasilvia related morphologies such as the
Divalia Fossae (Jaumann et al., 2012; Buczkowski et al., 2012; Bowling et al., 2013).
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Figure 3.9 Antipodal Velocity – Effect of Core Strength
Material velocities at the surface and subsurface of Vesta’s antipode immediately
following the arrival of the impact stress wave (75 seconds after impact). The impact
occurs at the origin, not shown in these plots. The different frames represent different
effective mantle core strengths. The top panel shows antipodal velocities when a ductile
core of ARMCO iron is implemented. The bottom panel shows antipodal velocities when
a strong, rock-like core end member is used. Specific strength parameters used can be
found in Table 2. Note that each panel uses a different color scale. There is a severe
reduction in antipodal surface velocities when a ductile core is used, and velocities are
localized more towards the antipodal point. All simulations in this series use a mantle
sound speed ratio of 1 and a mantle porosity of 0%.
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3.5

Discussion

Dilation (the volume bulking of porous material with increasing strain) is not modeled in
the current version of iSALE. Because of the high strains induced throughout much of
the Vestan mantle following the Rheasilvia impact, the dilatant bulking of material could
play a considerable role in the production of antipodal topography. We can estimate the
volume bulking from the total strain of material following Henkel et al. (2010), which is
work based off of the shear flow of material underneath terrestrial craters, and relates.
We choose a maximum porosity of 15%, which is consistent with that seen in terrestrial
craters [Henkel et al., 2010] as well as the lunar crust (Wieczorek et al., 2013), and
calculate the volume increase at each cell at the antipode down to the Vestan core mantle
boundary. We assume that volume bulking is equal in all dimensions, meaning that the
increase in volume of material in the ‘upwards’ direction at the antipode is equal to 1/3 of
the total volume increase. It should be noted, however, that if the Vestan crust is already
considerably ‘bulked’ due to impacts pre-dating Rheasilvia, the contribution due to
Rheasilvia induced dilatancy should be minimized.

The contribution of dilatant bulking in our simulations can be considerable (generally
leading to a topographic increase of ~1 km), and is somewhat dependent on both initial
mantle porosity (Figure 3.10) and mantle sound speed (Figure 3.11).

The former

suggests that even at the Dawn estimated mantle porosity of 5% it can be expected that a
detectable antipodal topographic high could be produced by the Rheasilvia impact. The
dilatant contribution to antipodal topography is also, in general, shallower and wider than
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from antipodal spallation and uplift alone. Antipodal dilatancy also varies with mantle
sound speed, but is at a maximum when the mantle sound speed is equal to the reference
sound speed as determined by the equation of state.
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Figure 3.10 Contribution of Antipodal Topography from Dilatant Bulking – Effect of
Initial Porosity
Magnitude of topography expected due to dilatant bulking at the Rheasilvia antipode as a
function of initial mantle porosity. Dilatant bulking was calculated from accumulated
plastic strain following Henkel et al. (2010), and allowing for a maximum porosity of
15%. Bulking is calculated for all material between the antipode surface and the coremantle boundary. The topographic contribution is considered to be 1/3 of the volume
change due to dilatant bulking. In all cases topography is induced at scales larger than
model resolution. In the case of the Dawn estimate of 5% mantle porosity, a contribution
of ~1 km height is expected. Values directly at the symmetry axis reach ~2.5 km, and are
considered to be artificially high. All simulations in this series use a strong, rock-like
core and a mantle sound speed ratio of 1.
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Figure 3.11 Contribution to Antipodal Topography from Dilatant Bulking – Effect of
Mantle Sound Speed
Magnitude of topography expected due to dilatant bulking at the Rheasilvia antipode as a
function of mantle sound speed ratio. Dilatant bulking was calculated from accumulated
plastic strain following Henkel et al. [2010] and allowing for a maximum porosity of
15%. Bulking is calculated for all material between the antipode surface and the coremantle boundary. The topographic contribution is considered to be one third of the
volume change due to dilatant bulking. Values directly at the symmetry axis reach
~2.5km and are considered to be artificially high. The highest topographic uplift is found
when the mantle sound speed is equal to the reference sound speed as determined by the
equation of state (χ = 1). The sound speeds in the leg- end are given as reference and are
based on Pierazzo et al. [1995]. Actual model sound speeds are determined by the
equation of state and change with depth. All simulations in this series use a strong, rocklike core and a mantle porosity of 0.5%.
It should be noted that the type of dilatant bulking we calculate is induced by shear
strains in flowing intact material.

An alternate effect may occur at the Rheasilvia

antipode where large amounts of material are spalled upwards from the surface. Upon reaccumulation at the surface, spalled and fragmented material can collect in a disordered
manner sufficient to resist gravitational collapse but with fragment arrangement leaving
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considerable void space. This effect should lead to an un-quantified net increase in
volume, contributing additionally to antipodal topography.

Our use of mantle sound speed variations is primarily targeted at understanding how
body stress waves (namely the main shock wave, elastic precursor, and plastic wave) are
focused at the antipode, and the deformation that results. This neglects the contribution
of surface waves such as Love and Raleigh waves. Surface waves can play an important
role in causing deformation at far distances from impacts because their amplitude
decreases as 1/!, compared to body waves, which decay as 1/! ! (where ! is the distance
from the impact point). While not strongly affected by focusing due to core/mantle
sound speed ratios, surface wave modes do occur in hydrocodes simulations and their
effect is taken into account in our final measure of antipodal surface topography.

The

magnitude of surface wave effects should be dependent on arrival time and the presence
and thickness of a crust. However, we currently cannot distinguish how the antipodal
effects of surface waves compare to antipodal effects due to body waves alone, except to
say that the surface waves should arrive sufficiently late so as not to effect the peak
surface velocities shown in figures 3.5, 3.7, and 3.9.

We compare different rheological models for the Vestan core, one “rock-like” in which
material strength is dependent on friction and pressure (equation (4)), the other “metallike” in which material strength is dependent on accumulated strain (equation (5)). We
refer to the former as a “strong” core and the latter a “weak” core. However, the rock-like
core is only stronger under considerable confining pressure and before damage has
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accumulated (which reduces the coefficient of internal friction) (Figure 3.12). If enough
strain has accumulated in the core when the metal-like strength model is used, the
strength of the core can actually exceed that of the rock-like model.
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Figure 3.12 Shear Strength for Different Core Rheologies
Shear strength of the model Vestan core for “rock-like” (black lines) and “metal-like”
(red lines) rheology. The solid black line shows the pressure-dependent strength envelope
for a rock-like rheology before the accumulation of damage due to the passage of the
impact shock. The dotted black line shows the strength envelope of the rock-like
rheology after material has been completely damaged. The solid red line shows the initial
strength envelope of Armco iron before any strain has occurred. The dotted red line
shows the strength envelope of Armco iron after it has undergone 10% total volumetric
strain (an upper limit to core strains within our model suite). The dotted and solid gray
lines show the hydrostatic confining pressures at the model core mantle boundary and at
the center of the model core, respectively. Confining pressures during the passage of the
shock wave can be consider- ably higher than the hydrostatic values.
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The effects of model resolution on shock wave pressures and decay can be considerable.
In most shock hydrocodes, results do not converge until the model resolution reaches ~20
cells per projectile radius (CPPR) (Pierazzo et al., 2008). Our suite of models are run at
46 CPPR, which should be sufficient to accurately simulate shock effects. In order to test
this, we compared several of our runs to simulations run at 9 and 18 CPPR. The
differences between antipodal surface velocities in our control runs and models at 18
CPPR are very small. Velocities at 9 CPPR are ~1.5 times lower than at 46 CPPR. This
suggests that our suite of models is accurately reproducing shock effects at the impact
antipode.

The use of two-dimensional axisymmetric models has several shortcomings. We cannot
model oblique impacts, which intrinsically preclude symmetry.

The dependence of

antipodal deformation on impact angle has been investigated (Breusch and Asphaug,
2004), but the authors were unable to establish a clear relationship between the two
phenomena at the limits of model resolution (~10 km).

Jutzi and Asphaug (2011)

investigate angular dependence in the work on the characteristics of the Rheasilvia basin,
but find that their oblique (45 degree) impact scenario only induced slight asymmetry to
basin and ejecta geometries (when spin is neglected). The authors do not comment on
how impact angle affects antipodal surface velocities in their models. Simulations of
basin forming impacts on martian sized bodies (Bierhaus et al., 2012; Bierhaus et al.
2013), which look at temperature increases at the impact antipode, suggest that impact
angle does indeed play an important role in governing antipodal effects.

Dawn

observations (Jaumann et al., 2012), as well as numerical modeling (Jutzi et al., 2013) of
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the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket reveal an asymmetry, suggesting that the impact did indeed
occur at an oblique angle. This issue should be the subject of further investigation using
fully three-dimensional modeling.

Two-dimensional cylindrically symmetric calculations can result in numerical
instabilities and non-physical effects at or near the axis of symmetry.

A common

criticism of two-dimensional simulations of antipodal deformation is that, because the
antipode lies at the symmetry axis, constructive interference of the stress wave and the
resulting amount of deformation can be exaggerated. Three-dimensional simulations are
preferable for this reason, but are severely limited in resolution, as they are
computationally expensive. Previous numerical work on antipodal deformation relied on
proxies such as peak tensile stress in order to imply whether or not deformation has
occurred.

Because considerably higher resolution is required to directly resolve

deformation at the antipode of an impact, two-dimensional axisymmetry is necessary. In
order to try and estimate how much of an effect the axis of symmetry has in the focusing
of waves at the impact antipode, we ran a simulation in 3D geometry as a comparison.
Because of the increased computational costs of 3D simulations, our simulation was run
on a much coarser grid with a resolution of 24 km. Qualitatively the same effect is
observed, with the impact stressed wave being focused around the iron core and
superposing upon itself at the antipode, leading to high velocities.

However, the

magnitude of surface velocities at the antipode in this simulation are ~3 times lower than
in our previous 2D calculations. As pointed out above, the decay of shock waves in these
simulations is depended on the resolution of the numerical mesh. As such, we ran a 2D
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simulation with the same grid size as the 3D simulation for comparison. The velocities
were similarly reduced, suggesting that the effects of the axis of symmetry are minimal.

In an attempt to reduce the number of free parameters in this work, we assume in all
cases a impact velocity of 5.5 km s-1. This is based on work (Ivanov and Melosh, 2013;
Jutzi et al., 2013) that attempts to match the topographic profile of the Rheasilvia crater
itself.

The actual relative velocity, impactor size, and impact angle at which the

Rheasilvia forming impact occurred is an unknown.

All of these parameters may

significantly change our results, with a faster impactor causing more antipodal
deformation and a slower impactor causing less. This should be the subject of a future
investigation.

The use of central gravity in planetary scale impact simulations can result in unrealistic
affects if not given proper consideration. When the impactor collides with the target in
central gravity simulations, conservation of linear momentum causes that target’s center
of mass to displace from and oscillate about the center point of the gravity field. In the
case of our impact simulations the surface gravity of the target is relatively low, the size
of the impactor is small compared to the size of the target, and the timescales at which
antipodal deformation occurs (generally < 1000 seconds post impact) are short. Forces
induced at the antipode by the movement of the surface through the prescribed gravity
field are miniscule compared to forces imparted by the arrival of the impact stress wave,
and central gravity is adequate.
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We treat our target as a spherical body, a simplification from Vesta’s 286 x 279 x 223 km
tri-axial ellipsoid (Russell et al., 2012). Ellipticity can change how impact stress waves
constructively interfere because, with different distances to travel, waves can arrive at the
antipode out of phase (Fujiwara, 1991). This effect, however, is minimal when the
impact and antipode lie on an axis of symmetry. The center of the Rheasilvia basin is
currently very close to the south pole of Vesta (at ~75 degrees south latitude), and as
such, a spherical approximation for our Vesta target should not significantly alter our
results.

We do not consider the rotation of Vesta in our simulations. Vesta has a relatively fast
rotation period of 5.4 hours (Russell et al., 2012). Jutzi and Asphaug (2011) find that
rapid spin coupled with oblique impact angle can significantly alter the profile of both the
Rheasilvia crater and its ejecta blanket. The effect of spin on antipodal deformation, as
such, may be significant, but is outside of the purview of this work. Mass redistribution
due to large impact craters is thought to have possibly altered the rotation axis of other
solar system bodies, in some cases significantly (Melosh, 1975; Nimmo et al., 2007;
Wieczorek et al., 2008). Initial calculations in which a Rheasilvia size basin’s worth of
material is excavated from a Vesta type ellipsoid and deposited as an ejecta blanket
(following Melosh, 1975) suggest that the Rheasilvia basin changed Vesta’s mean
moment of inertia by ~1/10. More sophisticated, Rheasilvia specific calculations (e.g.
Matsuyama and Nimmo, 2011) suggest the possibility that the Rheasilvia basin and its
antipode may have had a different relationship with Vesta’s spin axis than they do today.
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Earlier simulations of the Rheasilvia impact (Jutzi and Asphaug, 2011) did not resolve
ejecta deposition at the impact antipode, likely a product of model resolution. Our
models, which have significantly higher resolution, suggest that ejected material does reaccumulate on the opposite side of the target body. However, we choose to examine
antipodal deformation states prior to Rheasilvia ejecta fallback. This is because estimates
of the amount of ejecta fallback at the antipode can be unreliable, a result of the
symmetry axis problem discussed above. When ejecta arrives above the antipode (at the
symmetry axis), it collides with its mirrored self (akin to a ring of material collapsing into
a single point). The material then loses its horizontal momentum, falls back on to the
surface of the target, and accumulates directly on the antipode. This geometric problem
can lead to unreliable estimates of ejecta thickness at and near the Rheasilvia antipode, so
we opt to measure antipodal deformation states before the fallback of ejecta.
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Figure 3.13 Topography at the North Pole of Vesta Produced from Dawn Stereo Imagery
Topography is resolved at 8 pixels per degree, referenced to a 285 × 229 × 229 km
ellipsoid, and has a formal height uncertainty of 8 m. A polar stereographic projection is
used. The white dot represents the approximate location of the Rheasilvia antipode. The
antipodal point lies within an impact basin ~90 km in diameter, a feature that would have
destroyed much of the topographic evidence of a Rheasilvia-related uplift. However, the
region around the antipode contains some of the highest elevations in the northern
hemisphere. This may be the product of Rheasilvia antipodal effects, but the evidence is
ambiguous. The region marked 1 indicates the area in which a crater size frequency
distribution was produced using Dawn HAMO data (pink triangles in Figure 14), with a
resolution of ~70 m/pixel and a total area of ~10943 km3. This region lies within 100 km
of the Rheasilvia antipode but avoids poorly illuminated terrain and areas reset by large,
post-Rheasilvia craters. The region marked 2 indicates the area in which a crater size
frequency
distribution
was
produced
using
Dawn
LAMO
image
FC21B0027005_12120073230F1A (light blue triangles in Figure 14), with a resolution
of ~23 km/pixel and a total area of ~211 km3.
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3.6

Comparison to Dawn Observations

Due to seasonal lighting, the Dawn spacecraft was only able to image the north pole of
Vesta (near which the Rheasilvia antipode lies) at the end of its encounter. As a result,
much of the imagery is lower resolution and less well illuminated than observations of
the south pole, and the ability to directly observe deformation features, such as those seen
in ‘hilly and lineated’ terrains, is limited. However, because many of our simulations
predict uplifted topography, it is possible to compare model output to observed
topography in order to estimate the degree of deformation that has occurred due to the
Rheasilvia impact. In doing so, we can attempt to place limits on the internal material
properties of Vesta, such as mantle porosity and core strength.

Topographic maps of Vesta’s north pole show a broad region of high elevation near the
location of the Rheasilvia antipode (Figure 3.13), ~5-10 km higher than the surrounding
plains. However, the antipodal point itself lies within a ~63 km diameter fresh impact
crater (‘Pomponia’) that is likely younger than the Rheasilvia basin.

Much of the

topographic uplift predicted by our models would have been obliterated during the
formation of this crater. In addition, there is another ~90 km diameter crater (‘Albana’)
of uncertain age in proximity to the antipodal point. As a result, it is unclear what portion
of the present antipodal topography is a product of Rheasilvia and what portion is due to
later impacts. In addition, because the antipode lies near the north pole, the observed
region of high elevation could be a product of the chosen reference ellipsoid (285 x 229 x
229 km). If elevations near the antipode are in fact a product of the Rheasilvia impact
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very large amounts of deformation are implied, suggesting that Vesta has both a low
porosity mantle and a strong core. Unfortunately, post-Rheasilvia modification of the
antipodal region makes it difficult to draw any firm conclusions.

Another metric that can give insight into the amount of deformation induced by the
Rheasilvia impact is crater density at the antipode. Because surface deformation should
degrade and erase small craters more effectively than large craters (Richardson et al.,
2005), a small crater deficiency would serve as evidence that some degree of
modification took place.

Preliminary crater counts based on data from the Dawn

spacecraft’s High Altitude Mapping Orbit (HAMO) (Figures 3.13 and 3.14) suggest that
at diameters larger than ~10 km the crater density near the Rheasilvia antipode is similar
in nature to the highly cratered terrains further to the south (Marchi et al., 2012).
However, there is a deficiency of craters with diameters in the rage of 3-9 km. To further
investigate this point, crater size-frequency distributions were produced using higher
resolution Dawn Low Altitude Mapping Orbit (LAMO) imagery. At small crater sizes,
the size frequency distribution matches that of the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket. This
deficiency can only be partially explained as a result of infilling of craters by ejecta from
the basin in which the antipode lies, suggesting that the Rheasilvia impact may have
completely erased craters up to ~500 m in size at its antipode, and significantly degraded
craters several km in size. This provides perhaps the best evidence available that
significant deformation did occur near the Vestan north pole following the Rheasilvia
impact.
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Mapping of geological features near Rheasilvia’s antipode (Blewett et al., 2013) seems to
suggest the opposite conclusion as the crater density results. The Dawn spacecraft did
observe sets of linear depressions ~0.25-1 km wide and ~1-10 km long that may be the
remnants of a ‘hilly and lineated’ terrain that has been largely obliterated by ejecta from
the Albana and Pomponia craters, but beyond this, evidence of large scale deformation
features is absent at worst and and ambiguous at best. Their analysis of stratigraphic
cross sections in the region suggest that the high topography that is characteristic of the
North polar region pre-dates the Rheasilvia impact. These findings are tempered by the
fact that the accuracy of the mapping was limited by extensional seasonal shadows and
poor lighting conditions at the time of observation.
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Figure 3.14 Crater Densities near the Rheasilvia Antipode in Relation to Other Areas of
Vesta
Green triangles represent crater densities on floor of the Rheasilvia basin and blue
squares represent crater densities on the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket [Marchi et al., 2012b].
Orange squares represent crater densities in the highly cratered terrains (HCTs) of
Vesta’s northern hemisphere (Marchi et al., 2012b). The red dashed line represents main
belt crater production (Bottke et al., 2005) and a hard rock crater scaling (Holsapple and
Housen, 2007) for reference. Purple triangles represent crater densities in region 1 of
Figure 13, produced from Dawn HAMO data. Light blue triangles represent crater
densities in region 2 of Figure 13, produced from Dawn LAMO data. At large diameters,
crater densities at the antipode are similar to the HCTs. However, there is a deficiency in
small craters between ~3 and ~9 km diameter. At small crater diameters (~500 m to 3
km), crater densities are similar to the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket (Marchi et al., 2012a,
2012b). The observed deficiency is not thought to be the result of observational bias.
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3.7

Conclusions

We have numerically simulated the antipodal effects of very large impacts on solar
system bodies at resolutions sufficient to directly observe deformational features as they
appear. When impact stresses are large enough to cause very large deformations at the
impact antipode, the resulting morphology should take the form of a peak composed of
uplifted strata and spalled, re-accumulated surface material. In the case of Vesta, the
formation of such a feature may precede the arrival of impact ejecta sourced at the impact
site.

The magnitude and breadth of deformation at an impact antipode are strongly dependent
on the porosity of the target’s mantle and the strength of the target’s core. This suggests
that disrupted antipodal terrains will be found only on opposite major impact basins on
bodies with relatively low mantle porosities and relatively strong cores. Additionally, in
the presence of a low-velocity core, mantle sound speed controls how well impact
stresses become focused at the antipode.

This consequently determines whether

deformation will be highly localized of widely distributed. Finally, dilatant bulking of
material by shear strain can further enhance topography already disrupted and uplifted
opposite major impacts basins.

Comparing observed features at the Rheasilvia antipode to model output constitutes a
crude type of seismology in which we can hope to constrain the internal properties of
Vesta. Observations by the Dawn spacecraft, while somewhat ambiguous, suggest that
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Vesta may have mantle porosity lower than previous estimates and a core of considerable
strength.

There are several other solar system bodies with impact craters that are large enough to
have perhaps caused deformation features at their antipodes, such as Herschel crater on
Mimas. Bruesch and Asphaug (2004) use a technique similar to ours to try and discern
the core size and density of bodies such as Mimas by simulating the antipodal effects of
the major impacts on those bodies.

Now that we have shown that parameters such as

porosity and core strength also play an important role in governing deformation at impact
antipodes, it may be worthwhile to revisit such work and attempt to understand even
more internal properties of such bodies.
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CHAPTER 4. THE FORMATION OF THE DIVALIA FOSSAE SYSTEM ON
ASTEROID 4 VESTA FOLLOWLING THE RHEASILVIA BASIN FORMING
IMPACT

The Rheasilvia impact basin dominates the southern hemisphere of asteroid 4 Vesta. A
set of linear grooves near the asteroids equator, the Divalia Fossae, has been spatially
correlated with Rheasilvia and is interpreted as a system of graben and half-graben.
Using numerical impact models, we show that the crust of in the location where the
Fossae are located undergoes extension of the magnitude and mode required to match
observations of the Fossae shortly after the passage of the impact shockwave. We also
show that the Divalia Fossae, in addition to a second graben system on the asteroid, the
Saturnalia Fossae, are located in a region where the near surface impact shockwave sees a
minimum in surface curvature.

4.1

Introduction

With a mean diameter of 525 km, Vesta is the 3rd largest asteroid in terms of size (after
Pallas and Ceres); and with a relatively high bulk density (3.42 g cc-1) the 2nd most
massive (after Ceres) (Russell et al., 2012). Vesta is in some ways ‘asteroid-like’, and in
other ways, ‘planet-like’. It has a differentiated crust, mantle and core (Russell et al. 2012;
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McSween et al., 2013; Ermakov et al., 2014; Park et al., 2014) and a geologically
complex surface dominated by impact craters (Marchi et al., 2012).

The giant south polar depression observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (Thomas et al.,
1997) is the product of two separate impact basins (Schenk et al., 2012). The Rheasilvia
basin, measured by Dawn as being 500 kilometers in diameter, overprints the older 400kilometer diameter Veneneia basin. Rheasilvia is 15 km deep with a 180 km wide, 20 km
tall central peak (Russell et al., 2012). The Rheasilvia impact likely occured relatively
recently (~1 Gya) (Marchi et al., 2012; O’Brien et al., 2014), although complete
consensus as to the age of the basin has not been reached (Schmedemann et al., 2014).
Based on the size and topography of the crater, the impactor size needed to open
Rheasilvia is between 38 km (Ivanov and Melosh, 2013) and 60 km (Jutzi et al., 2013),
the range in the numbers being a result of different numerical techniques and impact
angles used and assumed.

Impacts large enough to create the Rheasilvia and Veneneia basins (hereafter referred to
as the ‘Rheasilvia impact’ and the ‘Veneneia impact’, respectively) are sufficiently
powerful to severely alter the surface of Vesta on a nearly global scale (Bowling et al.,
2012). Evidence for this disruption can be found in surface morphologies observed by
Dawn. For example, the lack of small craters near Vesta’s north pole can be explained by
the focusing of impact-induced stresses by Vesta’s core to the Rheasilvian antipode
(Bowling et al., 2013), in a manner similar to that which created the hilly and lineated
terrains on the moon (Schultz and Gault, 1974).
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The most obvious distal features related to Rheasilvia are the Divalia fossae, a set of
laterally continuous grooves near Vesta’s equator with lengths between 19 and 465 km.
This fossae province encircles more than half of the body equator (Buczkowski et al.,
2012). The largest of these troughs, Divalia Fossa, is between 14.5 and 21.8 km wide,
and up to 5.2 km deep (Buczkowski et al., 2012; Shafer et al., 2014; Scully et al., 2015).
These relatively flat-floored troughs are interpreted as a system of graben and half-graben
(Buczkowski et al., 2012; Scully et al., 2015), or sets of down-dropped blocks bounded
by normal faults, and indicative of extensional tectonics. Planes mapped through the
Divalia fossae lie nearly, but not perfectly, orthogonal to the center of the Rheasilvia
impact basin (Jaumann et al, 2012; Buczkowski et al., 2012).

The Saturnalia fossae are a more degraded, smaller set of laterally continuous grooves in
Vesta’s northern hemisphere, and are also interpreted as a graben and half-graben system
(Buczkowski et al., 2012; Scully et al., 2014). The largest of these grooves, Saturnalia
Fossa, has a maximum width of 43 km and a maximum depth of 4.3 km (Scully et al.,
2014). Because of its greater age, this graben set is more geologically complicated than
the Divalia fossae (possibly due to disruption from the Rheasilvia impact)(Scully et al.,
2014; Scully et al., 2015), but in general have a nearly orthogonal relationship with the
center of Veneneia (Jaumann et al., 2012;Buzkowski et al., 2012).
The nearly orthogonal relationship between two graben systems and two major impact
basins on Vesta strongly suggests an impact related formation mechanism for the fossae.
However, careful examination of the spatial relationship between the Divalia and
Saturnalia fossae systems and their parent basins reveals two somewhat counter-intuitive
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results [Figure 4.1]. First, the distance from the center of the Veneneia basin to the
Saturnalia fossae is considerably larger than the distance from the center of the
Rheasilvia basin to the Divalia fossae. This is counter-intuitive, as the Rheasilvia basin is
larger than the Veneneia basin. Second, the fossae sets form planes nearly, but not
perfectly, orthogonal to the basins. These two observations suggest that an additional
factor, unrelated to the impact itself, partially controls the location and orientation of
fossae systems on Vesta.
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Figure 4.1 Spatial Relationships Between Fossae and Basins on Vesta
[Top] Map view of Vesta showing the spatial relationships between (red) the Rheasilvia
basin center, the Rheasilvia basin rim, and the Divalia Fossae set; and (black) the
Veneneia basin center, the Veneneia basin rim, and the Saturnalia Fossae set. Basin
centers are from Schenk et al., 2012, and fossae locations are plotted based on endpoints
taken from Buczkowski et al., 2012. [Bottom] The same data as above, but now plotted in
a distance-azimuth view centered on the Rheasilvia and Veneneia basins. The y-axis is
the distance away from the center of a respective basin (Saturnalia-Veneneia and DivaliaRheasilvia pairs), and the x-axis is the azimuth angle (clockwise from north) as one
rotates at the center of each crater. The distance from the center of Veneneia to the
Saturnalia fossae set is greater than the distance from the center of the Rheasilvia basin to
the Divalia fossae set, despite Rheasilvia being the larger crater.
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What is not clear is the mechanism underlying the stress states needed to produce
extensional tectonics. There seem to be three possible explanations. First, the collapse
and modification of the initial, transient cavities that became the Rheasilvia and Veneneia
basins may have produced in radial extension outside the crater rim similar to the
formation of Valhalla class multi-ring basin (McKinnon, 1981). Second, visco-elastic
relaxation of the basins over the millions of years following their formation produced a
similar stress state. Finally, it is possible that the shockwave produced by the impact
events themselves, which propagated away from the impact site and throughout the
asteroid in a matter of seconds induced extension in the near surface of Vesta’s crust.
While we cannot rule out the first two possibilities, the latter explanation will be
discussed in detail within this manuscript.
Stickle et al. (2015) propose a formation mechanism for the Vestan fossae that relies on
deformations deep within Vesta immediately following the passage of the impact-induced
shockwave from the Rheasilvia and Veneneia impacts. Under this theory, which is
motivated by oblique impact experiments into centimeter scale PMMA targets, the
passage of the impact shock results in the formation of fault planes deep within the target.
Using numerical models, Stickle et al. (2015) scale from experimental, centimeter scale
laboratory results to the 100 km scale deformations in Vestan-like targets, and find that
similar shear planes can develop within the interior of Vesta following oblique,
Rheasilvian-like impacts. Because these fault planes are not necessarily orthogonal to the
point of impact (a result of oblique impact angles), this theory provides a potential
solution to the curious spatial relationship between crater and fossae described above.
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There are two major drawbacks to the theory of Stickle et al. (2015). First, the fault
planes, which form deep in their model Vesta’s mantle, do not propagate to the surface,
although the authors speculate that they could. If so, the length of these faults would be
extraordinary. More importantly, the faults that bound the major graben in each fossae set
(Divalia and Saturnalia Fossa) are normal faults that dip towards one another
(Buczkowski et al., 2012; Scully et al. 2014; Scully et al., 2015). Under the hypothesis of
Stickle et al. (2015), these planes would have to be closely spaced antithetic shear zones
that propagate parallel to one another deep into the Vestan mantle. An explanation of
why or how such laterally continuous, direction-alternating shear bands could exist is not
provided.
Here we propose an alternate formation mechanism for the formation of the Divalia and
Saturnalia fossae, one that relies on post-impact deformation, but in the near surface of
the body. We will show that this mechanism provides the correct magnitude and mode of
deformation needed to open the faults within the fossae sets, and also provides an
explanation of why the graben sets localize in their current locations on the Vestan
surface.
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4.2
4.2.1

Results

Numerical Modeling Methodology

We use the iSALE shock physics code to simulate the impact event that formed the
Rheasilvia basin. iSALE is an extension of the SALE code (Amsden et al., 1980), which
was created to model shock processes in gaseous materials. iSALE extends this work to
include sophisticated constitutive models, equations of state, porosity, and material
damage (Melosh et al., 1992; Ivanov et al., 1997; Collins et al., 2004; Wünnemann et al.,
2006; Collins et al., 2011). iSALE is oriented towards simulating shock processes in
complex geologic materials following the impact between solar system bodies, and has
been extensively tested against both laboratory results and alternate hydrodynamics codes
(Pierazzo et al., 2008).

Our simulations are run in two-dimensional axi-symmetry, a setup that is not ideal for
large impacts on Vesta. Because the center of the Rheasilvia basin does not lie at a pole
or at the equator, Vesta’s rather severe oblateness (Thomas et al., 1997; Russell et al.,
2012) cannot be addressed correctly in two-dimensions.

However, because of

computational limitations, two-dimensional calculations are the only kind currently
capable of reaching the model resolution required to study near surface extension in the
target crust. Because of this, we remove the effect of obliquity from our simulations by
treating our model Vesta as a spherical body.
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Our model Vestan target consists of a 520 km diameter body with a 100 km diameter iron
core, a dunite mantle, and a 20 km thick basalt crust. All simulations use central gravity,
which is a fair approximation, as the target is for the most part not gravitationally
disrupted by the impact. The resolution of the model grid is 400 meters. Our impact
parameters follow Ivanov and Melosh (2013) with a 37 km diameter dunite impactor
colliding with the target at 5.5 km s-1 [Table 4.1]. This velocity is consistent with other
studies of the Rheasilvia impact (Ivanov and Melosh, 2012; Jutzi and Asphaug, 2012;
Jutzi et al., 2013; Ivanov and Melosh, 2013; Bowling et al., 2013) and is considered an
average for the region of the asteroid belt in which Vesta orbits. Constitutive and material
parameters are listed in [Table 4.2] and are explained in more detail in (Bowling et al.,
2013).
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Table 4.1 iSALE Simulation Parameters
Parameter Description
Number of cells in x-direction
Number of in y-direction
Cell size in x-direction
Cell size in y-direction
Radius of core
Thickness of mantle
Thickness of crust
Radius of impactor
Impact velocity
Initial Surface Temperature
Internal Temperature Profile of the Crust
Internal Temperature Profile of the Mantle
Internal Temperature Profile of the Core
Surface Heat Flux

Value
700
1700
.4 km
.4 km
110 km
130 km
20 km
18.4 km
5.5 km s-1
200 K
Conductive
Conductive
Conductive
10 W m-2

Table 4.2 iSALE Material Parameters
Description
EOS
Melting temperaturec
Specific heat capacity
Thermal softening parameterc
Simon A parameter (MPa)c
Simon B parameterc
Poisson ratio
Coefficient of internal
friction(damaged)d
Coefficient of internal friction
(undamaged)d
Strength at infinite pressured
Cohesion (damaged)d
Cohesion (undamaged)d
Min failure strain at low pressured
Failure strain scaling constantd
Pressure of compressional failured
Rate of porous compaction κ
Strain at which porous compact begins
Porosity
Johnson-Cook parameter A (ARMCO
Iron)
Johnson-Cook parameter B
Johnson-Cook parameter C
Johnson-Cook parameter N
a
f

Value for Core
ANEOS irona
1811K
440 J kg-1 K-1
1.2
6000
3.00
0.29
-

Value for Mantle
ANEOS duniteb
1436 K
1000 J kg-1 K-1
2.0
1400
5.0
0.25
0.6

Value for Crust
ANEOS basaltf
1360 K
840 J kg-1 K-1
0.7
4500
3.0
.25
0.6

-

1.5

1.4

1e-11
0.3 GPa
300 MPae

35 GPa
10 kPa
50 MPa
0.0001
1e-11
0.3 GPa
0.98c
0.01
7.7%
-

25 GPa
10 kPa
20 MPa
0.0001
1e-11
0.3 GPa
0.98

219 MPae
0
.32e

-

-

6.4%
-

Thompson, 1990; bBenz et al., 1989; cWünnemann et al., 2008; dCollins et al., 2004; eJohnson and Cook, 1983;
Pierazzo et al., 2005
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Figure 4.2 Schematic Showing Geometry of Tracer Strain Calculation
Tracers are organized into quadrilaterals of nearest neighbors. Over time, the nodes of
these quadrilaterals become displaced vertically by vi and horizontally by ui. These
displacements can be used to calculate three components of strain in the x-y coordinate
system. These strain components are then rotated into a Vesta-centric spherical
coordinate system.
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4.2.2

Monitoring Deformation Through Material Strain

Previous studies of distal deformation on bodies following very large impacts have used
proxies for deformation such as peak surface pressure (Watts et al., 1991) or peak
tensional stress (Breusch and Asphaug, 2004). We choose to instead directly observe the
strain of material in the model itself. However, in our simulations, it is misleading to
obtain strain directly as a cell-centered quantity. This is because our simulations are run
on a so-called Eulerian grid, in which material is allowed to flow through the
computational mesh.

In other words, the strain rate given in a certain cell at the

beginning of the simulation may correspond to an entirely different parcel of material at a
later time.

To calculate strains in a way that follows the flow of material, we instead distribute
Lagrangian tracers throughout the computational mesh at the beginning of each
simulation.

These tracer particles flow with material as it moves through the

computational grid. With each set of 4 tracer particles, we can define the nodes of a
quadrilateral (Figure 4.2).

As this quadrilateral deforms with the flow of material

(following Bathe and Wilson, 1976) we can calculate three components of the total
accumulated strain as

! = !"#

where

Equation 4.1
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Equation 4.6

Here X and Y are quadrilateral midpoints in cylindrical coordinates, !! and !! are node
locations in cylindrical coordinates, !! and !! are node displacements, and ! is the partial
strain tensor [Figure 4.2].

A fourth component of the strain tensor, the ‘hoop strain’, can be calculated
independently from the change in distance of a quadrilateral’s center from the
simulation’s axis of symmetry as
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!!! =

!!!!!!

Equation 4.7

!!!!

These components can then be transformed in to a spherical system centered on the
Vestan model target [Figure 4.2]. This coordinate system makes sense to use when trying
to understand modes of deformation on the target itself. The final two components of the
strain tensor, which are shear modes in and out of the page, cannot be calculated in twodimensional simulations and are by definition set to 0. As a result, we have a final strain
tensor, in spherical components, of

!!!
! = !!"
0

!!"
!!!
0

0
0
!!!

Equation 4.8

To match observations made by the Dawn spacecraft, the strains in our simulations need
to meet several criteria. The component of strain we are most interested in for this work
is !!! . If this component is extensional (positive) then it is capable of opening graben in
an orientation that matches that of Divalia Fossae. Mapping of the Divalia fossae system
(Scully et al., 2015) suggests that the normal faults mapped across the graben set
accommodate ~9-15 km of vertical displacement over a region ~100 km in extent.
Assuming a typical fault angle of 60 degrees (from the horizontal), this much offset
corresponds to extensional strains of ~3-5% in the !!! mode. The magnitude of !!!
must be larger than any other component of the strain tensor in order to match the correct
orientation of faulting. The exception to this rule is the strain component !!" , which may
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cause faulting in a similar manner to !!! although with a preferred direction, with faults
dipping towards the impact site if !!" is negative, and faults dipping away from the
impact site if !!" is positive. These strains need to be localized in a region somewhere
between 60 and 100 degrees (φ) away from the impact point. Finally, it should be noted
that these calculations assume infinitesimal strain.

At large deformations, a more

complicated calculation needs to be made. However, in our region of interest, well
outside of the impact crater, an infinitesimal strain assumption is an appropriate
approximation, as errors are only a few parts per hundred at total strains less than 10%.
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Figure 4.3 Accumulated Strains 500 Seconds After a Rheasilvia Type Impact into a
Target Vesta with an Undamaged Mantle and Crust
A locus of extension appears 70 to 80 degrees away from the impact site in the !!! mode
(left), the mode appropriate to match the orientation and morphology observed at Divalia
fossae. However, the largest strains are in the shear mode (right). The shear strains here,
which alternate in direction with depth, are a result of the entire crust being displaced
away from the impact site by the shockwave passage. These strains, which reach values
of -6% in the top few kilometers of the crust, should be sufficient to completely resurface
most of Vesta.

4.2.3

Base Model

Two modes of strain dominate the surface of the target in the region that corresponds to
the location of the Divalia fossae (~60-100 degrees away from the point of impact): !!"
and !!! . As with previous simulations of the Rheasilvia impact (Ivanov and Melosh,
2013), material in the near surface with provenance at the impact equator (90 degrees
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away from the point of impact) is displaced as much as 10 km away from the impact site.
This displacement drops off rapidly with depth, resulting in a considerable amount of
shear, with values of !!" reaching ~-6% in the near surface. This trend reverses in the
middle crust (!!" ~+3%), and becomes strongly negative at the crust mantle boundary
(!!" ~-5%) [Figure 3]. These shear strains are coupled with a locus of extension in the
!!! component near the impact equator [Figure 4.3].

This extension reaches a

magnitude of ~1%.

The strong shear displacements in this simulation are a direct result of the displacement
of the model Vestan crust away from the impact site by the passage of the impact
shockwave. After the shock wave passes, the majority of the crust experiences a period
of zero or negative (tensile) pressure states. During the period, it moves as a coherent
whole away from the impact point. In a sense, the entire crust of Vesta is acting as a
‘spall’ plate, and being ballistically ejected off of the surface and away from the point of
impact. The relative motion between the crust and mantle causes significant right-lateral
shear strains (!!" < 0) at the crust-mantle boundary, and free surface velocity doubling
(Melosh, 1989) leads to significant right-lateral shear strains in the top few kilometers of
the Vestan crust. These strains are of high enough magnitude and cover such a large area
that, as suggested by Bowling et al. (2012), they should have re-surfaced the majority of
Vesta’s surface.
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Figure 4.4 Accumulated Strains 500 Seconds After a Rheasilvia Type Impact into a
Target Vesta with Raised Porosity
An undamaged mantle and crust of double the nominal density derived from Vestan
meteorites (Britt et al., 201) as Dawn derived gravity (Park et al., 2014). As in Figure 3,
strong near surface shears dominate much of Vesta’s surface, which should lead to resurfacing. No observable locus of extension appears in the ϵ!! mode.
4.2.4

Effect of Porosity and Damage

We test the dependency of model strains on two target parameters: the porosity of the
crust and mantle, and the previous weakening of target material by previous impacts.
Each parameter can change the magnitude and mode of deformation that occurs in the
region where graben are expected to form as well as the magnitude and lateral extent of
strong shear strains in Vesta’s near surface.
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First, we test the dependency of strains within the target on the porosity of Vesta’s target
and mantle. Porosity plays an important role in determining how quickly the amplitude
of a shockwave decays as it propagates through the target.

This is because shock

pressures are often high enough to crush pore space in target material. This crushing
constitutes PdV work, and rapidly reduces the energy of the wave (Melosh, 1989; Collins
et al., 2004; Wünnemann et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2011). In the ‘base’ simulations
described above, we assume a porosity in Vesta’s crust of 6.4%, consistent with a eucritic
grain density of 3.17 g cc-1 (Britt et al., 2010) and a bulk crustal density of 2.97 g cc-1
(Park et al., 2014); our mantle porosity is 7.7%, consistent with a diogenitic grain density
of 3.42 g cc-1 (Britt et al., 2010) and a bulk mantle density of 3.16 g cc-1 (Park et al.,
2014). Doubling these values to 12.8% and 15.4%, respectively, considerably reduces
the amount of graben forming extension (!!! ) near the impact equator [Figure 4.4], as
well as reduces the amount of shear (!!" ) in both the near surface and at the crust-mantle
boundary.

Secondly, we test the dependency of strains within the target on the strength of the crust
and mantle. In our models, the strength of intact rock Yint is calculated as

!!"# = !! +

!!"# !

!
!
!! !"#

Equation 4.9

!! !!!

where Y0 is the cohesional strength at zero pressure, ! is the coefficient of internal
friction, P is pressure, and Ym is the limiting strength at high pressure. However, as rock
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plastically deforms, it becomes fractured and weakened. The strength of completely
damaged or fractured rock is given by

!!"# = !"# !!!"# + !!"# !, !!"#

Equation 4.10

where strength (Y0dam) is reduced to ~0 and the angle of internal friction (!!"# ) is
considerably reduced.
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Figure 4.5 Damage to Vesta from a Veneneia-like Impact
Damage to Vesta’s crust and mantle induced by an impact with a 28 km body at 5 km s-1.
The passage of the impact shockwave fractures almost the entirety of Vesta’s crust, and
much of the mantle.
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Because Rheasilvia is likely a geologically young basin (Schenk et al., 2012; O’Brien et
al., 2014), the Vestan target may have been considerably pre-weakened by damage from
earlier impacts. A simulations of the impact which formed Veneneia [Figure 4.5] (same
target as described in 4.2.3, but with a 28 km impactor and a 1 km mesh resolution) show
that even one very large impact is sufficient to completely damage and weaken over 50%
of Vesta’s crust and mantle. This is in addition to damage done by countless smaller, but
still significant, pre-Rheasilvian impacts. As such, we consider an end member case
where the crust and mantle of Vesta are thoroughly fractured before the Rheasilvia
impact occurs.

As in previous simulations, the Vestan crust is ‘spalled’ away from the point of impact
[Figure 4.6 & 4.7]. During displacement, the crust undergoes vertical extension in the
!!! mode. Right lateral shears develop in both the near surface and at the crust mantle
boundary, although they are considerably reduced in magnitude and lateral extent
compared to the undamaged case. Shortly after the passage of the impact shockwave, a
locus of extension in the !!! begins to appear between 70 and 90 degrees away from the
point of impact. During the fallback and recompression of the crust, the magnitude of
extension in this locus grows considerably. This extension also manifests as a net
thinning of the crust in the !!! mode. The locus of !!! extension reaches its final
magnitude co-incidental with the development of sub-Rheasilvian shear zones associated
with the collapse of the transient crater.
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The total magnitude of extension within the !!! locus shown in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b is
considerably higher than in the simulations with an undamaged crust and mantle,
reaching a peak magnitude of 3.3%, and with a vertically integrated (through the entire
crustal column) magnitude of 1.7%. In addition, the magnitude and extent of right-lateral
near-surface shear in this region is significantly reduced, with a peak !!" magnitude of
only 1.6%. This allows for extension in a manner that reproduces the Divalia fossae and
preventing the Rheasilvia impact shockwave from re-surfacing most of the asteroid.
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Figure 4.6 Strain Modes and Pressure in a Fully Damaged Vesta
Strain modes (left 3 columns) and pressure (right column) as a function of time following
an Rheasilvia-like impact into a fully damaged Vestan target.. After impact, a shockwave
propagates through the target, imparting velocity to target material and beginning the
displacement of the crust away from the point of impact (center row). During this
displacement, the crust extends vertically in the !!! mode. Pressures in the crust at this
point are ~0. This displacement leads to 1) negative (right lateral) shears in the !!" mode,
both at the surface and at the crust-mantle boundary; and 2) the initiation of !!!
extension within a locus near the impact equator (bottom row).
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Figure 4.7 Continued from Figure 4.6
The locus of !!! extension near the impact equator increases as the crust vertically
recompresses upon emplacement in its final, post-impact displacement location. Near
surface !!" shears continue to accumulate during this time (top panel). Completion of
!!! extension (and associated !!! crustal thinning) coincides with the formation of subcrater shear zones associated with crater collapse (center row). Peak strain magnitudes
within the locus of !!! extension are greater than 3% and occur before emplacement of
the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket (bottom row).
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4.2.5

The Effect of Curvature on Localization

Because our simulations are run in two dimensions, we can only semi-qualitatively
address the location at which the loci of !!! extension, and hence fossae formation,
occur. This is because we cannot correctly account for the oblateness of Vesta in 2D
models. The curvature of a body, or the rate at which it curves away from a point on the
surface in any direction, is quantified by the body’s ‘radius of curvature’. On a spherical
body, the radius of curvature is constant at all points on the body. On ellipsoidal bodies,
however, the radius of curvature changes with latitude, longitude, and azimuth of travel
(Stoker, 1969). Vesta has a tri-axial ellipsoidal shape with axes radii of a=286.3 km,
b=278.6, and c=223.2 km (Russell et al., 2012). Because ! ≅ ! > !, we treat Vesta as an
oblate spheroid with a semi-major axis of a=282.5 km and a semi-minor axis of c=223.2
km.

On an oblate spheroid, there are two components to the radius of curvature (Stoker, 1969).
The first, M, called the ‘meridional’ component, or the radius of curvature in the northsouth direction is

!(!!! ! )

! = (!!! ! !"#! !)!

!

Equation 4.11

where a is the semi-major axis of the oblate spheroid, e is the eccentricity of the oblate
spheroid, and ! is the geodetic latitude (positive northward, 0 at the equator, and not to
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be confused with geocentric latitude !). The second ‘transverse’ component, or the
radius of curvature in the instantaneously east-west direction, is

!

! = (!!! ! !"#! !)!

!

Equation 4.12

As such, at any given point on the surface of Vesta, there are two components to the
radius of curvature, each of which is only dependent on latitude. How these components
are sampled is determined by the direction of travel as one moves across the surface as

!
!

=

!"# ! !
!

+

!"#! !
!

Equation 4.13

where ! is the azimuthal angle of travel (! = 0 corresponds to due north), and R is the
radius of curvature. The implication here is that as a shockwave travels along Vesta’s
near surface, away from an impact site, the radius of curvature it ‘sees’ is dependent on
both where the shockwave is on the body (latitude) and what direction it is traveling
(azimuth).

We assume that the shockwave forms a wave front in the near surface that is
perpendicular to geodesics (or great circles) that pass through the center of either the
Rheasilvia and Veneneia basins. The path of each geodesic, computed numerically,
provides a value for ! at any given longitude and latitude on the body. We can then
calculate the radius of curvature ‘seen’ by the shockwaves produced by each impact.
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For both the Rheasilvia and Veneneia impacts, the related fossae systems are localized in
regions where the radius of curvature is smallest, that is to say, where the surface is
curving away most sharply as the shockwave travels across the surface [Figure 4.8]. For
the Divalia fossae, this region lies near the equator, a result of the Rheasilvia basin’s
proximity to the Vestan south pole. For Saturnalia, the region of minimum curvature is
more northerly, a result of Veneneia’s mid-latitude center.

The relationship between curvature and fossae location suggests that the surface
curvature of Vesta provides the localization mechanism for fossae formation, and
explains why the Veneneia-Saturnalia distance is greater than the Rheasilvia-Divalia
distance. However, the center and lateral extent of each graben system cannot be fully
explained by surface curvature, as the region of minimum curvature extends beyond each
fossae set. This could possibly be the result of local geology on Vesta, with some regions
being stronger than others. Alternately, the lateral extent of these graben systems may be
controlled by impact angle. Nonetheless, the spatial relationship between fossae sets and
the surface curvature of Vesta as ‘seen’ by impact induced shockwaves is a strong
indication that the phenomenon which opened the fossae occurs in the near surface, and
is unrelated to stresses at great depth, as proposed by Stickle et al. (2015).
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Figure 4.8 Radius of Curvature and Fossae Localization
Radius of Vestan surface curvature R as ‘seen’ by the impact shockwave and shockwave
displaced Vestan crust, as a function of distance from the Veneneia basin (left) and the
Rheasilvia basin (right). The Saturnalia and Divalia fossae systems localize within the
region of minimum surface curvature, strongly suggesting that near surface impact
shockwave related phenomena are responsible for their formation.

4.3

Discussion

Our simulations show that the shockwave produced by the Rheasilvia impact is capable
of inducing material strain well outside the basin itself. A locus of !!! extension occurs
near the impact equator, the approximate location of the Divalia fossae system. The
amount of extension within this locus depends on assumptions about the initial conditions
of the target: more specifically, the porosity and strength of Vesta’s crust and mantle.
Detailed mapping of the Divalia fossae system (Scully et al., 2015) suggests that the
graben within the system accommodate extensions of ~3-5%. While the magnitude of
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strains only reach the lower limit of this range, they come close enough to warrant this
type of extension as a candidate for the formation of Divalia fossae.
As stated before, the Divalia fossae system consists of one major full graben bracketed by
smaller full- and half-graben (Scully et al., 2015). The tilt direction of the normal faults
in the half-graben in the Divalia fossae are consistent with a negative !!" shear mode in
the near surface, a process called ‘bookcase faulting’ [Figure 4.9]. We postulate that the
!!" shear mode of strain couples with the dominant !!! !extensional mode, forming a
complete set of full- and half-graben.

Although we do not numerically model their formation in this paper, it is useful to check
and see if the idea of coupled shear and extensional strains are consistent with Vesta’s
second graben system, Saturnalia fossae.

Similar to Divalia, the Saturnalia system

consists of a main full-graben bounded on one side by a set of half graben. However, the
half-graben faults in Saturnalia tilt towards the Veneneia basin, the opposite of the
Divalia case, and consistent with a positive value for !!" .

One final caveat to the magnitude and direction of !!" in the Vestan crust is worth
discussing. In our simulations, the boundary between the dunitic mantle and the basaltic
crust is a distinct, sharp impedance contrast.

Because of this, impact induced

deformation is localized around this boundary, causing the entire Vestan crust to act as a
coherent, ‘spall plate’ (Ivanov and Melosh, 2013). However, the change between Vestan
crust and mantle is may be more gradual with depth, with variations in crustal thickness
(Park et al., 2014) driven by intrusive volcanism (McSween et al., 2013b). This could
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make the Vestan crust’s reaction to impact shock much less coherent, and change the
magnitude and direction of shear in the near surface.
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Figure 4.9 Schematic of Faulting Types Related to Different Strain Modes
Right lateral shear strain (corresponding to −!!" values in figures 3, 4, and 6 leads to
‘bookcase’ type faulting (a) in which a series of half graben form bounded by synthetic
faults with the same dip direction. Combining this shear with extension in the !!! mode
(b) allows for the inclusion of full graben bound by antithetic faults of opposite dip
direction. This shear-extension coupling is consistent with fault dip directions observed
at the Divalia fossae (c), but is inconsistent with fault dip directions observed at
Saturnalia fossae (d) (Scully et al., 2015).
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4.4

Conclusions

The major conclusions of this work, a result of numerical and analytic modeling, are:

1) Shortly after the Rheasilvia forming impact occurred, the impact shockwave
induced a locus of extensional strain in the crust outside the final basin,
corresponding to the approximate location of the Divalia fossae.
2) The magnitude of extension within this locus approximately matches that needed
to open the Divalia fossae. This magnitude is dependent on both the porosity and
strength of the Vestan target.
3) Our preferred model of a pre-Rheasilvia fully damaged Vesta produces a locus of
strain that matches the magnitude, mode, and approximate location of the Divalia
fossae.

Pre-damaging the target also prevents global re-surfacing of Vesta

following the impact.
4) The locations of both the Divalia and Saturnalia fossae, the daughters of the
Rheasilvia and Veneneia basins, respectively, are controlled by the surface
curvature of Vesta.

These results have several interesting implications. If this theory is correct, then the
Divalia and Saturnalia systems must have opened up quite quickly. In our models, strain
rates in the appropriate region relax to ~0 s-1 by ~200 seconds post impact. This very fast
timing provides two observational tests for this model. First, rapid fault velocities (>1025 m s-1 over several kilometers) may have been sufficient to produce shear melting, the
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signature of which may be detectable in Dawn VIR data. Secondly, the Divalia and
Saturnalia fossae should have finished opening before the arrival of impact ejecta from
their parent basins [Figures 4.6 and 4.7]. In this case, the ejecta blanket should lie
unbroken across the normal faults in the fossae.

Disregarding the uncertain influence of shear strains, the magnitude of extension in the
regions where the Divalia fossae is located is only high enough to match observations
when both the crust and mantle of Vesta are pre-weakened by damage. This suggests that
Vesta’s crust and mantle was been completely shattered and weakened by impacts in the
pre-Rheasilvian era. The implication here is that Vesta, while very planet-like in many
ways, may also have a completely fractured crust and mantle .
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CHAPTER 5. DWELL TIME AT HIGH PRESSURE OF METEORITES EJECTED
FROM MARS

The Martian (or SNC) meteorites are the only currently available samples of Mars
surface available for terrestrial analysis, and linking individual specimens in the
collection back to their source terrain is a major scientific priority. Hypervelocity impact
shockwaves ejected the SNCs from the Martian surface, in the process compressing the
samples to high temperatures and pressures. The period of time that these meteorites
spent at high pressure during the ejection process, or the ‘dwell time’, has been used to
infer the size of the crater from which they were ejected. This inference requires
assumptions scaling shockwave duration to impactor size, and the canonical relation used
is neither physically motivated nor accurate. Using extremely high resolution numerical
models, we investigate the dwell time Martian meteorites spend at high pressure and
temperature during ejection, providing useful scaling laws for estimating the size the
SNC source craters.

5.1

Introduction

Until NASA achieves its stated goal of returning a pristine specimen of Mars’ surface via
spacecraft (NRC, 2013), the only samples of Martian crust available for detailed analysis
in terrestrial laboratories come from meteorite collections.

The 79 known Martian
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meteorites were ejected from the surface of Mars during asteroid impacts, escaping the
planet’s gravitational well and eventually landing on Earth.

The chemistry and

mineralogy of these Martian fragments provide essential context for theories of Mars’
formation and past surface conditions. For example, the presence of phyllosilicates and
evaporites in the nakhlite subclass of Martian meteorites suggests the presence of liquid
water at some point in Mars’ past (Gooding et al., 1991; Nyquist et al., 2001).

The surface of Mars is mineralogically and geomorphologically diverse, a reflection of
the planet’s complex geologic history (Carr and Head, 2010; Ehlmann and Edwards,
2014). Because the accuracy and range of analytic techniques in terrestrial laboratories
greatly outstrip the capabilities of spacecraft, the ability to tie a given Martian meteorite
back to its source location on the Martian surface would be extremely useful for baselining our understanding of the planet. For example, if we knew their original location,
radiometrically determined crystallization ages of Martian meteorites would provide an
absolute age calibration of crater-derived relative surface ages of Mars (Neukum et al.,
2001; Ivanov, 2001).

The Martian origin of this class of meteorites is most plausibly inferred from gases
trapped in shock-melted glass within the samples, the isotopic compositions of which
matches those derived from a suite of spacecraft missions to the planet (Nyquist et al.,
2001). These meteorites are grouped into four classes, based on their mineralogy: the
‘Nakhlites’, which are clinopyroxeneitic; the ‘Chassignites’, which are dunitic; an un-
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named orthopyroxenitic class; and the basaltic ‘Shergottites’. The shergottites are further
divided into two sub-classes: lherzolitic and basaltic (Nyquist et al., 2001).

This paper concentrates only on basaltic Martian meteorites for two reasons. First, the
only published estimates of the duration of the high pressure shock are derived from
basaltic Shergottites. Second, numerical modeling requires an accurate equation of state,
which is readily available for basalt.

The grain textures of many basaltic shergottites are consistent with rapid cooling,
suggesting formation within volcanic flows or thin subsurface dykes (Nyquist et al.,
2001). Compared to terrestrial basalts, they are enriched in iron, depleted in aluminum,
and, with the exception of H2O, enriched in most volatile species (Nyquist et al., 2001).
With crystallization ages between 150 and 596 Mya (Werner et al., 2014), the basaltic
shergottites were likely derived from volcanic flows emplaced during a period of late
Amazonian volcanism (Nyquist et al., 2001), although consensus is has not been reached
on this matter (Werner et al., 2014). With few exceptions, all basaltic shergottites (and in
general, most Martian meteorites) show evidence of shock metamorphism. This includes
high-pressure polymorphs of olivine (Baziotis et al., 2013), quartz (Langehorst and Poirer,
2000), and pyroxene (Steel and Smith, 1982); mineral mosaicism; deformation bands and
diaplectic glass (Nyquist et al., 2001).
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5.1.1

Impact Ejection of Martian Meteorites

Evidence of shock within Martian meteorites is consistent with ejection by a
hypervelocity impact prior to their delivery to Earth. During a hypervelocity impact, a
shockwave compresses the projectile and target to extremely high temperatures, pressures,
and densities. As the shockwave passes through a parcel of target material, it imparts a
velocity to that parcel, in addition to raising its temperature, pressure, and density. In
most of the target, the magnitude of velocity imparted to the parcel is determined by the
material dependent Hugoniot curve of the target, which is directly proportional to the
post-shock pressure (Melosh, 1989). The parcel will remain at high temperature and
pressure until released by a rarefaction wave, which propagates from the free surface at
the back of the projectile.

Because Mars’ escape velocity is relatively high (5.03 km s-1), equating the highest
velocity of ejection to the particle velocity behind the shockwave implies that basaltic
ejecta with post-shock velocities high enough to escape the body should also experience
post-shock pressures high enough to cause complete melting (Melosh, 1987). This is
inconsistent with the existence of less-shocked Martian meteorites.

A commonly

accepted explanation of this discrepancy invokes the process of spallation, a mechanism
that involves the interaction of shocks and the near surface, creating a ‘velocity doubling’
(Melosh, 1985). In simple terms, the interference of high-pressure shocks near the zeropressure free surface leads to a large pressure gradient, allowing for a relatively unshocked ‘spall plate’ (underlain by a zone of fragmented material) to be ejected at
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velocities considerably higher than those determined by the Hugoniot relation. This
allows for the ejection of unmelted material above Mars’ escape velocity. The process of
spallation during meteorite impacts has been studied both analytically and numerically
(Melosh, 1985; Warren, 1994; Melosh, 1995; Head et al., 2002; Artemieva, 2004).

The age at which the basaltic shergottites were ejected from Mars is determined by their
cosmic ray exposure ages, which range from ~0.7 to ~20 Mya (Nyquist et al., 2001), plus
their terrestrial residence time. It is a subject of debate whether these ejection ages
represent a single impact event (Werner et al., 2014) or several impact events (Nyquist et
al., 2001), although general consensus trends towards the latter theory. Nonetheless, the
geologically young ejection age range (~105-107 yr) suggests that this subclass of Martian
meteorite corresponds to a relatively young, fresh crater (or craters) on Mars’ surface.
This young age limits the candidate list of Martian craters that could have ejected the
basaltic Shergottites.

5.1.2 Dwell Time and Impactor Size

Regardless of debate over ejection ages, crystallization ages, and number of ejection
events, estimates of the size of the source crater are critical to identifying the source
terrains of the basaltic shergottites. However, this size cannot be inferred from shock
temperatures and pressures derived from Martian meteorite mineralogy, as these
parameters are independent of impactor size and vary only with impact velocity. In
principle, the pre-atmospheric size of Martian meteorite falls could constrain the size of
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the source crater, but the size-velocity relation between ejecta fragments and source
crater is still somewhat problematic, as it depends on the ejection velocity and strength
properties of the target in an uncertain manner (Head et al. 2002, Chappaz et al. 2013).
However, as we will discuss in more detail in section 3.1, the spatial and temporal scales
of mineral and chemical distributions within the basaltic shergottites are related to the
size of the impact that ejected them, and hence can be used to estimate the size of the
source crater.

Several recent studies have attempted to relate the shock ‘dwell time’ τ, or the time
material has spent at high pressure, to impactor diameter. This method is based on the
simple assumption that dwell time scales directly with impactor size. Beck et al. (2005)
use the distribution of trace elements within the Zagami meteorite to estimate the
sample’s high-pressure dwell time at ~1 ms. Baziotis et al. (2013) use the size of very
large ringwoodite crystals (a high-pressure polymorph of olivine) in the Tissint meteorite
to estimate a high-pressure dwell time of ~1 s.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic Showing the Definition of Dwell Time τ as Used in this Paper
After impact, a shockwave arrives at a parcel of material, bringing it to a high-pressure
state almost immediately. An adiabatic rarefaction wave then follows behind the shock,
releasing the parcel from its high-pressure state. The time the parcel spends above 1 GPa
we define as the dwell time τ.

Once a dwell time has been inferred from the mineralogy or chemistry of a meteorite, the
size of the source crater can be estimated if a known relation exists between τ and the
radius of the impactor (R) that ejected that sample [Figure 5.1]. The impact velocity and
R are then combined with standard scaling relations (Collins et al., 2005) to estimate the
crater size. Both Beck et al. (2005) and Baziotis et al. (2013) assume that the dwell time
scales as
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! = 2! !

Equation 5.1

where U is the impact velocity, a relatively well-constrained parameter for Mars (within a
factor of ~3) (Minton and Malhotra, 2010). Using equation 5.1, an impact velocity of 10
km/s, and τ = 1 second, Baziotis et al. (2013) estimate that the Tissint meteorite was
ejected from an ~90 km diameter, ~0.7 Mya source crater. This size and ejection age is
consistent with the 1-5 Mya, 55 km diameter Mojave crater on Mars, which has been
suggested as the single source of all basaltic shergottites (despite the fact that the source
terrain is considerably older than shergottite crystallization ages) (Werner et al., 2014).

Unfortunately, equation 5.1 stems from a misinterpretation of shock rise time, or how
quickly shocked material is compressed to high pressure (Melosh, 1985). An implicit
assumption within equation 5.1 is that τ is constant across the entire target, both in the
near-surface ‘spall’ zone and immediately beneath the point of impact. Equation 5.1 also
assumes that high-pressure dwell times are inversely proportional to impact velocity. In
the next section, we will demonstrate that neither of these assumptions is valid: τ varies
by orders of magnitude across the target, and is not particularly dependent on impact
velocity.

In other words, equation 5.1 is a convenient, intuitive, but completely

unphysical way to relate impactor diameter and high-pressure dwell time. This is a
critical broken link in the chain connecting thin section to source crater, and misinforms
the search for the basaltic shergottites’ source terrain.
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It is possible to determine a relationship between τ and R through a detailed analysis of
the impact ejection process itself. Because of the complicated geometries involved in
near-surface shockwave interaction, the problem can only be approached crudely with
analytic models (Melosh, 1985). These models assume that the impact shockwave
emanates from a single point at depth below the point of first contact between the
impactor and the target, a decent assumption for the shockwave in the far field. However,
most material ejected at greater than Mars’ escape velocity comes from a material
originally within the footprint of the impactor (less than one impactor radius away from
the point of first contact) (Head et al., 2002). This material is directly compressed as the
impactor collides with the target, leading to complex shock/free-surface geometries. In
this case, assuming a subsurface shock point source is a poor approximation. Additionally,
analytic models of spallation treat the shock wave as a linear stress wave – where elastic
stress ∝ strain – and shockwaves following different ray-paths through the target interfere
linearly, which is probably incorrect. Instead, we use extremely high-resolution
numerical models of Martian impacts to directly determine the relationship between
dwell time and impactor size.
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Table 5.1 iSALE Setup Parameters
Parameter Description
Number of cells in x-direction
Number of cells in y-direction
Cell size in x-direction (high resolution zone)
Cell size in y-direction (high resolution zone)
Radius of impactor
Impact velocity
Initial Surface Temperature
Internal Temperature Profile of the Target
Internal Temperature Profile of the Impactor

Value
2300
2500
5m
5m
5 km
7.5/13.1/20 km s-1
218 K
Constant
Constant

Table 5.2 iSALE Material Parameters
Parameter Description
EOS
Melting temperaturec
Specific heat capacity
Thermal softening parameterc
Simon A parameter (MPa)c
Simon B parameterc
Poisson ratio
Coefficient of internal
friction(damaged)d
Coefficient of internal friction
(undamaged)d
Strength at infinite pressured
Cohesion (damaged)d
Cohesion (undamaged)d
Min failure strain at low pressured
Failure strain scaling constantd
Pressure of compressional failured
Rate of porous compaction κ
Strain at which porous compact begins
Porosity
Johnson-Cook parameter A (ARMCO
Iron)
Johnson-Cook parameter B
Johnson-Cook parameter C
Johnson-Cook parameter N

Value
ANEOS basalt
1360 K
840 J kg-1 K-1
0.7
4500
3.0
.25
0.6
1.4
25 GPa
10 kPa
20 MPa
0.0001
1e-11
0.3 GPa
0%
-
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5.2

Numerical Modeling
5.2.1

Model Setup

We use the iSALE-2D hydrodynamic shock physics code to simulate the impact ejection
of material from a Mars-like target. iSALE-2D is an extension of the SALE code
(Amsden et al., 1980), which was created to model fluid flow at all speeds, from subsonic
to highly supersonic. iSALE-2D extends this work to include sophisticated constitutive
models, geologically relevant equations of state, porous compaction, and material
damage modified strength (Melosh et al., 1992; Ivanov et al., 1997; Collins et al., 2004;
Wünnemann et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2011). iSALE-2D is oriented towards simulating
shock processes in complex geologic materials following the impact between solar
system bodies, and has been extensively tested against both laboratory results and
alternate hydrodynamics codes (Pierazzo, 2008).

We simulate the impact between a 10 km spherical basalt impactor and a Mars-like basalt
target [Table 5.1]. Our models are run in two-dimensional axial symmetry. While this
model geometry limits our simulations to vertical impacts only, it is computationally
necessary for our extremely high spatial resolution of 5 meters, or 1000 computational
cells per projectile radius (CPPR). This hyper-fine resolution is both necessary and
sufficient to resolve the vast majority of high-speed material ejected during the impact
event (Johnson and Melosh, 2014; Johnson et al., 2014). The temporal resolution of our
model is 1 ms. The thermodynamic properties of basalt, which largely control the
relationship between pre- and post- shock pressure, temperature, density, and material
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velocity, are addressed using the ANEOS equation of state for basalt (Pierazzo et al.,
2005) [Table 5.2].

To calculate dwell time, we insert Lagrangian tracer particles into each cell of the model
target in a region one impactor diameter (10 km) wide and ¼ impactor diameter (2.5 km)
deep. These tracers follow the motion of a parcel of ejected target material through the
computational mesh, recording pressure and temperature as a function of time.
Occasionally, one of these tracers will be fluxed into a computational cell containing no
mass. This occurs because the tracer velocity is bilinearly interpolated from the nodes at
the four cell corners and thus may exceed the material velocity at the edge of a cell. The
next computational step extrapolates its new position linearly in time and this may thus
take it out of its original cell. When this happens, the momentum of the tracer becomes
zero, and the tracer is deleted from the simulation. This tracer loss can lead to gaps
within our analysis area for the very highest velocity tracers, but does not significantly
affect our results. This kind of difficulty, however, makes it clear why we need such
extremely high resolution to properly track high-speed ejecta.

Here, we define the dwell time τ as the amount of time a tracer spends above a pressure
of 1 GPa. This cutoff is somewhat arbitrary, and was chosen because it is 1) considerably
lower than peak shock pressures in the high speed ejecta zone; 2) it is considerably higher
than background hydrostatic pressure and transient pressure oscillations in the target; and
3) it encompasses most of the rarefaction wave pressure release. We limit our analysis to
tracers that reach ejection velocities greater than Mars’ escape velocity (>5.03 km s-1).
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We will hereafter refer to the region of the target from which these tracers originate as the
high-speed ejecta zone (HEZ).

5.2.2

Model Results

Post-impact pressures, temperatures, material velocities, and dwell times should vary
with impact velocity, the scaling of which cannot be accomplished with simple analytic
relationships. As such, we run simulations for 3 different impact velocities: 7.5 km s-1,
13.1 km s-1, and 20 km s-1. The first is the approximate minimum of Mars’ dynamically
determined impact velocity distribution, the second is the mean impact velocity on Mars,
and the last is the approximate upper limit to impact velocity (Minton and Malhotra,
2010). Some Mars impacts are possible above 20 km s-1 (i.e. collisions with comets), but
they are comparatively infrequent (Minton and Malhotra, 2010).

For the 7.5 km s-1 impact, the HEZ lies 3525 to 4835 m away from the point of impact,
and extends to a depth of 90 meters. All of this material lies within the “footprint” of the
impactor and thus originates entirely from the region directly compressed by the
vertically moving projectile. The total amount of material ejected faster than Mars
escape is 4.7 x 1012 kg, with ejection velocities ranging from 5.03 to 9.6 km s-1 [Figure
5.2]. The mass averaged ejection velocity is 6.7 km s-1. Material in the HEZ reaches
peak pressures ranging from 5.5 to 90.7 GPa, with a mass averaged peak pressure of 34.7
GPa [Figure 5.3], quite similar to the range of shock pressures observed in basaltic
shergottites, which range up to about 50 GPa (Fritz et al., 2005). The mass averaged
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peak temperature in the HEZ is 2045 K, and varies across the region from 1052 to 8691
K [Figure 5.4]. It should be noted that the peak pressures and temperatures reported here
correspond to mean P-T conditions on 1-10 m scales within the target, and may differ
from localized P-T excursions observed within Martian meteorite grains. Furthermore,
the peak temperatures are only reached transiently during the high-pressure phase. Upon
decompression from high pressure, temperatures decline to considerably lower values.
High-pressure dwell time within the HEZ ranges from 1 to 151 ms, with a mass averaged
τ of 72 ms [Figure 5.5]. Tracers deleted from the simulation before completion represent
<5% of the HEZ’s total mass.

For the 13.1 km s-1 impact, the HEZ lies 4025 to 5445 m away from the point of impact,
and extends to a depth of 125 meters. The ejecta originating from 5000 to 5445 m from
the impact center is outside the projectile “footprint” and is thus not directly compressed
by the projectile. Instead, it is compressed and accelerated by the laterally expanding
shockwave. The total amount of material ejected faster than Mars escape is 1.0 x 1013 kg,
with ejection velocities ranging from 5.03 to 12.7 km s-1. The mass averaged ejection
velocity is 6.7 km s-1. Material in the HEZ reaches peak pressures ranging from 7.7 to
142 GPa, with a mass averaged peak pressure of 65.5 GPa. The mass average peak
temperature in the HEZ is 2886 K, and varies across the region from 1010 to 12807 K.
High-pressure dwell time within the HEZ ranges from 7 to 123 ms, with a mass averaged
τ of 69 ms. Tracers deleted from the simulation before completion represent <4% of the
HEZ’s total mass.
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For the 20 km s-1 impact, the HEZ lies 4330 to 6120 m away from the point of impact,
and extends to a depth of 195 meters, much of it well outside the projectile “footprint”.
The total amount of material ejected faster than Mars escape is 2.33 x 1013 kg, with
ejection velocities ranging from 5.03 to 16.6 km s-1. The mass averaged ejection velocity
is 6.46 km s-1. Material in the HEZ reaches peak pressures ranging from 7.6 to 237 GPa,
with a mass averaged peak pressure of 98.7 GPa. The mass average peak temperature in
the HEZ is 4308 K, and varies across the region from 884 to 17661 K. High-pressure
dwell time within the HEZ ranges from 8 to 158 ms, with a mass averaged τ of 88 ms.
Tracers deleted from the simulation before completion represent <2% of the HEZ’s total
mass.
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Figure 5.2 Ejection Velocities Within the HEZ
Ejection velocities within the high-speed ejecta zone of a Mars-like target following an
impact with a 10 km diameter body, with impact velocity of 7.5 km s-1 (top), 13.1 km s-1
(middle), and 20 km s-1 (bottom). Note that the vertical and horizontal axes change for
each plot. The ‘footprint’ of the impactor is at a radius of 5000 m from the point of
impact, marked by a vertical arrow. Beyond this distance surface pressures are
rigorously zero throughout the impact. On the color bar of the top plot, the arrow
indicates the impact velocity. Material ejected above this speed is considered ‘jetted’
material (Johnson et al., 2014). No jetted material is resolved in the 13.1 and 20 km s-1
simulations.
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Figure 5.3 Maximum Pressures Within the HEZ
Maximum pressures within the high-speed ejecta zone of a Mars-like target following an
impact with a 10 km diameter body, with impact velocity of 7.5 km s-1 (top), 13.1 km s-1
(middle), and 20 km s-1 (bottom) The peak pressures expected for these impacts, from the
planar impact approximation (Melosh, 1989), are 92 GPa, 231 GPa, and 485 GPa,
respectively. Note that the vertical and horizontal axes change for each plot. The
‘footprint’ of the impactor is at a radius of 5000 m from the point of impact, marked by a
vertical arrow. Beyond this distance surface pressures are rigorously zero throughout the
impact.
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Figure 5.4 Maximum Temperatures Within the HEZ
Maximum temperatures within the high-speed ejecta zone of a Mars-like target following
an impact with a 10 km diameter body, with impact velocity of 7.5 km s-1 (top), 13.1 km
s-1 (middle), and 20 km s-1 (bottom). Note that the vertical and horizontal axes change for
each plot. The ‘footprint’ of the impactor is at a radius of 5000 m from the point of
impact, marked by a vertical arrow. Beyond this distance surface pressures are rigorously
zero throughout the impact.
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Figure 5.5 Dwell Times Within the HEZ
Dwell times within the high speed ejecta zone of a Mars-like target following an impact
with a 10 km diameter body, with impact velocity of 7.5 km s-1 (top), 13.1 km s-1
(middle), and 20 km s-1 (bottom). Note that the vertical and horizontal axes change for
each plot. The ‘footprint’ of the impactor is at a radius of 5000 m from the point of
impact, marked by a vertical arrow. Beyond this distance surface pressures are rigorously
zero throughout the impact.
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5.3
5.3.1

Discussion

Hydrodynamic Invariance

Our models show how pressure, temperature, dwell time, and ejection velocity vary with
impact velocity across the HEZ for a 10 km diameter impactor colliding with a Mars-like
target. In order to scale our results with impactor size without additional modeling, we
use the hydrodynamic invariance intrinsic to the Navier Stokes equations that govern
material flow. This invariance states that space and time scale linearly with one another
when gravity is negligible. That is to say, when scaling from an initial impactor radius R
to a larger or smaller impactor of radius R’=αR the spatial and temporal axis of our
simulations scale as

! ! = !"

Equation 5.2

! ! = !"

Equation 5.3

and

while pressure, temperature, density, and ejection velocity remain the same.

This

invariance holds as long as gravity is negligible. Because material accelerations in the
HEZ (~3000-17000 m s-2) are much larger than Mars’ gravity (3.711 m s-2), this
invariance is a good assumption.
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The invariance described above means that in Figures 5.2-5.5, one can simply linearly
scale the x and y axes to an arbitrary size, and the contour intervals of pressure,
temperature, and ejection velocity will remain correct. For example, dividing the x and
y-axis by a factor of α = 10 will supply the correct pressure distribution for a 1 km
diameter impactor. The exception is dwell time, which scales proportionally with space.
As such, multiplying the contour color axis of the dwell time plot by the same α factor as
the x and y axes yields the correct dwell time distribution for an arbitrarily large or small
impactor (the exception being at very large impactor sizes where Mars’ surface curvature
becomes important).
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Figure 5.6 Cumulative Invariant Volume of all Tracers in the High-Speed Ejecta Zone
Horizontal lines correspond to the mass averaged invariant dwell time for each impact
velocity. Although the volumetric distribution of dwell time varies somewhat as a
function of impact velocity, in each case both the mass average and maximum values of
dwell time vary only slightly between simulations.
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5.3.2

Scaling Dwell Time with Impactor Radius and Velocity

We can use the space/time invariance of the equations governing impacts to rescale our
results so that they can be applied to impacts of all sizes. To this end, we define invariant
forms for two quantities of principal interest. The first is invariant dwell time

!! = ! !

Equation 5.4

where τ is the dwell time in seconds and R is the impactor radius in meters. τi has units of
s m-1. The second is invariant ejected volume

!! = !!"!#$ !!

where Veject is the volume of the target represented by one tracer and R is the impactor
radius. Vi is unitless, and both Vi and τi remain constant for any impactor size.

For a 7.5 km s-1 impact, the mass average of τi is 1.44 x 10-5 s m-1, and ranges from 0.02 x
10-5 to 3.02 x 10-5 s m-1 across the HEZ. For a 13.1 km s-1 impact, the mass average of τi
is 1.38 x 10-5 s m-1, and ranges from 0.14 x 10-5 to 2.46 x 10-5 s m-1 across the HEZ. For a
20 km s-1 impact, the mass average of τi is 1.76 x 10-5 s m-1, and ranges from 0.16 x 10-5
to 3.16 x 10-5 s m-1 across the HEZ [Fig. 5.6].
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The value of τi, which is independent of projectile size, is only weakly dependent on
impact velocity. The manner of this dependence is unclear and difficult to discern from
simulations at the minimum, mean, and maximum Martian impact velocities used here
[Figure 5.6]. This invariance possibly stems from a complex interplay between impact
velocity, shock velocity, and rarefaction wave velocity. Because of this very weak
velocity dependence, we can simply define a mass average value for τi that holds for the
vast majority of impact events on Mars

τi = 1.52 x 10-5 (±0.24 x 10-5) [s m-1] Equation 5.6

with maximum values of

max(τi) = 2.88 x 10-5 (±0.28 x 10-5) [s m-1]

Equation 5.7

These values can then be scaled simply to the mineralogically determined dwell time of
material ejected by a Martian impactor of radius R with Equation 4. In each of our
simulations, the minimum value of τi ranges from 1-8 times the temporal sampling
interval. As such, it is simplest to regard the lowest level of τi as indistinguishable from
zero.

There is a relationship between mass averaged τi and ejection velocity veject [Figure 5.7].
At each impact velocity,
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!! ∝ !!"!#$ !

Equation 5.8

where β = -2.25 (-2.02 to -2.49) at 7.5 km s-1; β = -1.84 (-1.74 to -1.96) at 13.1 km s-1;
and β = -1.77 (-1.73 to -1.82) at 20 km s-1, where values in parenthesis are 95%
confidence intervals.

The maximum values of τi at a given ejection velocity and for a

given impact velocity follow a similar trend as the mass averages, but the minimum
values of τi vary greatly, only converging on the mass average at very high ejection
velocities. This means that the longest dwell times, at least as a mass average, should be
associated with the lowest ejection velocities, and as we will discuss later, possibly the
largest fragment sizes (Melosh, 1985). However, the range of dwell times in any
particular velocity bin varies greatly.

The volume of ejected material is, with fairly constant initial densities across the HEZ, a
direct proxy for ejected mass. The differential distribution of invariant volume also
follows a power law trend with ejection velocity as

Δ!! ∝ !!"!#$ !

Equation 5.9

where ΔVi is the total invariant volume of the HEZ sorted into 500 km s-1 bins [Figure
5.8]. In our simulations, γ = -3.66 (-3.14 to -4.18) at 7.5 km s-1; γ = -4.56 (-4.14 to -4.98)
at 13.1 km s-1; and γ = -5.23 (-4.87 to -5.58) at 20 km s-1, where values in parenthesis are
95% confidence intervals, and γ is reasonably insensitive to the velocity binning interval
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chosen. For the 20 km s-1 simulation, the fit of γ = -5.23 only holds up to ejection
velocities of 14 km s-1. Above this value of veject the volume distribution rolls over to a
steeper slope. This could be a result of 1) a secondary physical process occurring (such
as target vaporization) or 2) preferential deletion of tracers from the simulation in the
region of highest velocity ejecta.
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Figure 5.7 Dwell Time Dependence on Ejection Velocity
Power law dependence of dwell time on ejection velocity at impact velocities of 7.5 km s-1 (left), 13.1 km s-1 (middle), and 20 km
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These values, while considerably lower than those for differential distributions predicted
by scaling relationships (γ = -2 to -3) (Housen et al., 1983; Holsapple, 1993), are
consistent with other high-resolution numerical simulations of impact processes. Johnson
and Melosh (2013) found values of γ = -4.8±0.1 at 20 km s-1 and γ = -5±0.1 at 13 km s-1
using 200 CPPR (25 meter resolution) simulations of a 10 km impactor. The small
difference between the values reported in Johnson and Melosh (2014) and ours likely
stems from their use of a SiO2 equation of state (as opposed to the basalt EOS used here),
their lower resolution, and because their simulations did not include material strength.
The relative insensitivity of γ to choice of equation of state suggests the analysis
presented within this manuscript can be applied, roughly, to non-basalt Martian
meteorites as well. Additionally, the further drop in γ between 13.1 and 7.5 km s-1
suggests the exponent γ is coherently dependent on impact velocity U.

5.4

Conclusions

We have described an empirical relationship between the amount of time a basaltic
Martian meteorite spends at high pressure during ejection from the planet (dwell time τ)
and the radius of the impactor that ejected the fragment (R). Because there is only a weak
and unclear dependence of τ on the impact velocity U, this relationship is linear as

!!"# = 1.5!×!10!! !![seconds]

Equation 5.10
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for the mass average dwell time of ejected material as

!!"# = 2.9!×!10!! ! [seconds]

Equation 5.11

for the maximum dwell time. This expression differs considerably from the canonical
relation (Equation 5.1)

Figure 5.9 shows the relationship between invariant dwell time τi and common variables
that can be derived through lab analysis of Martian meteorites: peak pressure and peak
temperature (not to be confused with post-shock temperature). This figure can be scaled
to any impactor size by multiplying the τi axis by the impactor radius. Figure 5.10 shows
the relationship between invariant dwell time, peak pressure, and ejection velocity.
Ejection velocity is often used as a direct proxy for mean Grady-Kipp fragment size L,
where L scales with veject as

! ∝ !!"!#$ !!

!

Equation 5.12

a relation that comes directly from a linear elastic wave theory for materials ejected over
~1 km s-1 (Melosh, 1985). However, Grady-Kipp fragmentation only applies in regions
of tensional failure and linear strain rates (Grady and Kipp, 1980). Within the HEZs of
our simulations, however, the peak compressional pressure is well above the Hugoniot
elastic limit of basalts (Nakazawa et al., 1997), meaning that, at least initially, the failure
mode is compressional. In addition, strain rates of tracers throughout the HEZ are highly
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non-linear. As such, Figure 5.10 is supplied as a proxy for fragment size, but should only
be used with careful consideration.

We can use Equation 5.10 to re-estimate the impactor sizes derived from Martian
meteorite mineralogy. Beck et al. (2005) estimate a value of τ = 10 ms for the Zagami
meteorite, which they conclude correspond to a 100 m diameter impactor using Equation
1. Using mass average dwell time values from Equation 10, we find a 658 m impactor is
required, which would produce a crater similar in size to a number of recent rayed craters
on Mars (Tornabene et al. 2006), . Baziotis et al. (2014) estimate a 1 s dwell time for the
Tissint meteorite, which they conclude corresponds to an ~10 km impactor. Using our
scaling, this number should be revised to a 66 km diameter impactor. This would form a
Martian crater on the order ~530 km in diameter that formed as late as 700 ky ago, a
structure that doesn’t exist on the surface of Mars. The reason for this discrepancy most
likely stems from assumptions made in the study: using the size of high-pressure
polymorphs within Tissint to determine its dwell time requires a crystal growth rate. It is
likely that the growth rate used in Baziotis (2014) is a considerable underestimate.

The scaling relationship presented here is only strictly valid for basalt targets with Mars
escape velocity and vertical impacts. Future work will extend this analysis to different
materials, impact angles, and solar system bodies. However, the relatively good match
for volume-ejection velocity distributions between this work and that done using SiO2
suggests that the dwell time presented here can be loosely applied to non-basaltic Martian
meteorites.
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Figure 5.9 Invariant Dwell Time, Maximum Pressure, and Maximum Temperature in the HEZ
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and 20 km s-1. Horizontal black lines represent critical shock pressure thresholds for incipient (79.4 GPa) and complete (95.2 GPa)
melting of basalt (Pierazzo et al., 1997). The vertical black line shows the mass averaged invariant dwell time for each velocity.
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